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Soccer club to playo
(Story on Page 19)

County Auditor

hnproprieties in <nunty omoo noted
BY KELLY RYAN
On July 29, Kittitas County
Auditor, Marion Darter, resigned
from her elected public office. She
claimed that she and her family
had received threatening phone
calls that forced her to quit.
According to Ms. Darter, she
notified the Ellensburg Police station about the calls but was "informed by a .man at the station
that there wasn't ·much that they
could do." Darter told the Crier
that she had received one call at
her office and the rest were to her
home, a total of ten.
Ellensburg Police Chief, Larry
Loveless, said that no complaint
had been filed by Darter. The only
way his department could act on
the matter would be for her to
follow through with her complaint.
Loveless explained that in order
to help people who do get harrassing phone calls, a complaint form
must be filled out. "Then we go to
the phone company with the proper legal papers and set up a
tracing system for the person who
files the complaint. We received no
complaint from Ms. Darter," said
Loveless.
Darter told the Crier that she
knew where the phone calls were
coming from but decided just to
get out of the office to "avoid all
the hassles."
The real hassles for Marion
Darter began in January 1976.
During a state audit of the County
Auditor's Office, State Examiner,
Norm Konig, was informed by

several deputy auditors of what
they thought were questionable
office practices. Konig said that he
would make arrangements to meet
with them at some other place and·
time.
Several weeks later, Konig and
his supervisor, Jim McGamble,
met with the two employees of the
County Auditor's Office at a secret
meeting. The meeting was held at '
the Kittitas Valley Hospital where
the examiners were told that a
relative of Marion Darter's allegedly was receiving money for
.time she never spent in ,the Auditor's Office.
Konig followed up on the information received during that meeting when a routine audit was
taking place at the County Auditor's Office. He asked to see the
time sheet for Nancy Utz, who was
the employee that allegedly was
being paid extra. After some confusion and running about, Martha
Hager (Chief Deputy Auditor) told
Konig that "Marion (Darter) told
me to ditch them so I did."
Harry Sites, District Supervisor
for the State Auditor's Office, was
informed of what was said.
"I was aware of an internal feud
in the Kittitas County Auditor's
Office. We held some informal
hearings to get 1 to the bottom of
the matter, and we felt the county
had gotten its money's worth,"
· said Sites.
McGamble said, "We never
questioned Marion herself, but instead questioned the people who
made th statements pertaining to

the ·missing time sheet. We never
got the parties together in one
room."
Konig said that, "granted the
records shouldn't have been destroyed, hidden or whatever, we
couldn't carry the investigation
any further because we heard
testimony from employees. We
felt that to-carry it any further we
would need more proof, not accusations in the court room."
When the State Auditor's report
came out, the incident was written
up as follows: "We reviewed the
payroll accounting records for
part~time employees and found the
records to be poorly maintained
and lacking evidence of proper
authorization to the extent that it
is extremely difficult to ascertain
any level of accuracy or responsibility."
Another criticism listed in the
Auditor's report was that, "We
found the system of internal control in the County Auditor's Office
to be weak in the area of collection
of revenues. At present, seven
office personnel maintain cash
working funds and receive daily
collections. This requires considerable effort in accounting and reconciling on a daily basis. In
addition, receipts .a re not issued
for all collections to provide a
numeric accountability. At present, collections are recorded by
the various · license and permit
numbers assigned."
According to sources in the
County Auditor's Office at the
time, this practice was maintained

for several years prior to the report and it allowed any extra
money to go into an "over and
short drawer that paid for lunches
and coffee breaks for employees of
the Auditor's Office."
"Whenever one of the registers
would be short," said a former De- puty Auditor, "we paid ·the cash
out of our pockets. I saw hundreds
of Cjlollars in it. That over and short
drawer was all swindled money
from the people in the county."
In the following year's State
Auditors report, this appeared:
"As commented upon in the previous examination report, we
found that internal control in the
County Auditor's Office continues
to be weak in the handling and recording of cash receipts.

someone coming from a big county
and doing the books like a big
county. We don't care what the
state examiners want. We have
our own way of doing things
around here."

The letter finished with the following: "It is imper~tive that this
dituation be investigated and these
practices not be allowed to continue."
'
One month , later, Darter resigned from her office where she
had been employed for 16 years.
. State Auditor, Robert Grahpi. ·
explained the procedure for cor!'ecting problems in Auditor's Offices. "If an Examiner finds a problem,. it is published in the annual
report put out by this office and if
the problem is serious or continues
We again recommend that a we turn it over to the Attorney
cash register be secured which is General's Office if it is a civil
capable of recording revenues by matter. If it's criminal•. we contact
classification, issuing receipts and , the Prosecuting Attorney's Office
providing numeric accountability for that particular county and inof daily_collections."
.form him of wh~t we t>,ave foundt
Despite the State Auditor's
According to Attorney General,
report, the practices continued ac- ~ Jim Ferris, in Olympia, who is in
cording to a letter that was writ- charge of handling . the legal asten to County Commissioner, Carl pects of the Auditor's findings, he
Ooka, Jim McCanipbell and Ma- told the Crier that his office is
rion Darter. The letter told of cer- sending a letter to Prosecuting
tain things that happened in the Attorney, Joe Pannantonni, askAuditor's Office. It stated that ing him to Joolt into the matter.
Martha Hager said the following:
"Marion was afraid you were going
He also stated that his office
to be another spoiled employee couldn't pursue the matter any
who would cause her a lot of further since "The most we could
trouble. Y9u are too chummy with do would be to remove her from
the state examiner and Marion office and she has taken care of
doesn't like that. We don't want :that.''

1

police beat

Cops patrol crunpus
and heads toward the Center,
parking in front of the building on
the sidewalk. A passerby comTwenty-four hours a day, 365 ments about the parking spot and
Coplan explains to him that all the
days a year, officers from the sidewalks on campus
were deCampus Pollet\ Department patrol ·
all the school-owned property,· ,signed so to allow· emerBen~y vehicles.access to the buildings. It is
from parking lots to classrooms to
housing units, providing security ten minutes before the caller
shows up, needing a coffee disand enforcing campus rules and
regulations, city, county, state and penser out of the building. Coplan
lets him in. to get it, relocks the
federal laws.
building and calls in to the disWednesday, November 9, was
one of those days. Officers Ken patcher for a report number for a
Varichak and Jim Coplan were ~udent assist. He-~lips tb~ fin.:.
working the swing shift from four ished report i!> the shield separating the front and back seats and
in the afternoon to midnight. I
. clears from the scene at 4:30.
rode along with Coplan to see what
. .. - .
.
.· - . .
Law Enforcement at CWU
At ~:31 we get our next call. A
amounts to.
Washmgton State ~atrol officer
· At 4 p.m. we head out to the
requests a cont~ct with Coplan on
campus police car, a 1975 Dodge Alder Street JUSt north of the
Coronet. Coplan notes in his log
Dairy Queen.. Arriving there ~pbook the day, time and mileage.
Ian .par~s behind the Pa~rol vehicle
He then heads onto D Street and
w~1ch is. parked· }>eh11:1d a tan
heads north.
Pinto. Ins1d~ the Pinto lS a CWU
At 4: 15 we get our first call. A
~tudent. HIS car ~as !1° ,fro~t
student need at the Grupe Conferlicense~~~--a~<!_ hlS driver!Ji~:
ence Center. Coplan turns around
ense has been altered. The WSP_

BY DAVE SEXTON

officer tells the student to get ·a
~ew license plate and drivers
license and to show b(>th to the
cal!l.PU~ police.
.Coplan takes down the student's
name and address to see that he
complies.
.
We clear Alder Street and head
over to the Physical Plant to rei fuel. ·F rom there we .b~~!i over to
the Camp'!18 Post O!fice where
Coplan mails two certified letters.
The letters ·are to the registered owners of two cars that hav.e
been apparently abandoned on .
campus. There is• a c~llege rule
that_states that all disabled vehicles must be moved within 72
hours. These. two cars .b.ave been
sitting for several weeks with flat
tires and one only has 1976 license
talbs. Coplan will try to reach the
registered -owners of both before
1 he
has them towed, "There's
nothing to be gained by towing
them right away, we try to give
the owners every chance in the
world to move them first," he said.
Often times residents will call iB
'(Cont~ on-Pqe '7j .
-

PapZ
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Not wor~th. r~-mode.lin9

News Notes

Edison to be demolished
8Y. NANCY WOLFF

JAZZ CHOIR FUND-RAISER

Members of Central's award-winning jazz choir are spon~ring a book drive in order to .raise money to defray the costs of
their January trip to Dallas, Texas for appearances at l'. national
music conference. ·
All copy-righted books published since 1973 for college-level
·course work which are donated to the choir will be sold to a
national book buyer.
Persons willing to give such books to the choir should contact
the jazz ~hoir director, John Moawad, CWU Department of Music,
963-1816 or 963-1216.
·
•

,

PAVllM>N USE

Students wishing to use the Pavilion facilities during the weekends must remember to bring any valid college identification with
them. Hours for the Pavilion during the weekend will be Friday
night 7-10 p.m., Saturday and Sunday 1 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. During
those times there will be a desk manager and two attendants
checking everyone for valid college identification.

B.A. APPLICATIONS

The Registrar's Office is no~ accepting appli~tio~s fro?1
graduating seniors for a Bachelor s degree. The applications will
be accepted on or before January 13, 1978 for Winter Quartet
graduation.
FREE EVALUA'l'ION

A reminder to seniors in the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of
Science curriculum. H you .have a minimum of 135 quarter crediU;
.you are eligible for a free senior evaluation. Application forms ar~
available at Window 2 ~ the Registrar's Office.
BLOOD DRIVE

. Heartened by the success of a drive for blood on campus iast
month, the American Red Cross is inviting students to a bl~
.drawing to be held on the afternoon of November 29.- The drawmg,
which will last from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the evening, will be held at
the United Methodist Church, located at the corner of Third and
Ruby Streets. The drawing is being sponsored to help the City of
Ellensburg achieve its goal of 130 units by the .end of the year.

Edison Hall, the second oldest
structure on campus is scheduled
for demolition by March 1983. At
least that's the tentative plan provided, CWU's supplemental 'budget request is -approved. The demolition__ wciuld take pl3c~ once. t~~
.Drama .Department is relocated in
McConnell Auditorium.
"Edison has served as the
college work-horse over_ t'be
years," said Duane Skeen, CWU
space analyst.
When Edison was built in 1911,.
it served as the college training
school. After Hebeler School was
constructed in 1939, the music
department took up residence
there until 1968. At present it
houses the Speech and Communication and Drama Departments
plus the University _information
offices. Edison Hall was named
after Thomas A. Edison, the
American inventor.
In 1974-75 a study done by the
Seattle architectural firni-of Kolb
·and Stansfield, concluded that Edison . was not ·worth remodeling.
The building does. not meet state
building, fire or electric codes.
Skeen added that, "it doesn't make
sense for the state to invest money
for its renovation." In 1975 the
cost of demolition was estimated
at $92,879. The cost today would :
be much higher, but Skeen didn't :
speculate on any figure.
'
The study done by Kolb and
Stansfield showed that the building's underpinings were weak.
Vertical walls had pulled away
from the floors, but because of
~lassroom , short~ges
during
CWU's enrollment booD) in the
late 60's the school continued to
. use Edison.

•

EMPTY CLASSROOMS-A surpl• of clasll'OOlll space may cause
the demise of Central'• aeeond oldest building. Edison Ball may IOOll
be demoU.hecl.

"The floors sagged so badly,"
commented Milo Smith, Chairman
of the Drama Department, "that it
was possible to pass a · sheet of
paper through the space between
the floor and the wall into an
adjoining room! The floors slanted ·
so much you'd think you were running dow11' a bill."
As a corrective measure the
building was braced from underneath. The floors are sagging

Payday at Mitchell
The tenth of each month brings
a day in common with all Central
student employees. It is payday!
At Mitchell Hall where the paychecks are distributed you will see
students running in and out of the
building all day long. This is not

"We're pleased to offer four of Harman/Kardon's most.
popular, best performing models at 'do it now' savings.
Ali show their .C itation heritage in their clean good looks
and powerful, authoritative sound. Power up your present ·
. ·system, or let us help you put together a new system .
'•
'
.
i,, ·
.
around one of these great buys!

harman/kardon

PRESENT
STOCK
ONLY!

SALE!
AM/FM
Receivers:
Model 430: 28 watts
per channel
List $328

Model 730: 45 watts
per channel
List $420

SALE $299 .

SALE $249
STEREO AMPLIFIERS :
Just a tho':'ght. ..

You might want to lay away the
model of your choice .right now and
pick it up after Thanksgiving when
you've had a chance to re-group
financially.
, Model A-401:
20 watts/channel
1·· ... List $185

S ALE $129

the only busy day of the month for
the payroll office though. The :-large number . of _Central employees has created a large work load :·
for their office. To relieve this
problem, a divisi~n was made ··and
two paydays are now held each
month. The tenth of the month,
payments are made to student "
employees, part-time and tempo"' rary help; at the end of each month
the Faculty receive their paychecks:
.
Charles Bonell, Payroll Supervisor said, "There are 699 students
on this month's payroll, that is
~ouble the figure over last
month's." The employees within
the office have said that it's the
biggest student payday in the past
five years.
Such large paydays are not
without their pro.blems. Each department is in charge of its own
time slips. Without these authorized slips, no payment can be
made. Students are sometimes left ·
off time slips or the proper forms
have not been filled out for payment. Each student must have
filled out a W-4 form before payment can be made. To help control some of these . problems, a ·
meeting was held for department
secretaries to instruct them on the
·· proper procedure for student employee payroll. This meeting was
headed by John Liboky and Carol
Drinkwat~ from the Financial
Aids Office and Charles Bonell,
Payroll Supervisor. Even with the
extra care in instruction, each
payday the same problems reoc- · cur.
All payroll checks are processed
on campus; ~his helps cut down on
processing time. Once the authorized time -slips are signed by the
department chairman and turned
into the Financial Aids Office, processing then takes seven to nine
days. The Financial Aids Office
takes a full day to review eac~
department time slip~ The next
·day payroll receives the slips and
two to three days are taken to
process and total all the time and
pay rates. From there ~he processed hours are taken to the com·
puter center. Three days of work
are taken here to complete the

((··.:•\ IE•DCRIR
0

~

~----------------------------··.,..

again.
The 1975 supplemental budget
request stated that "Edison does
not have an historical interest nor
sentimental value. There is no
reason to, save it."
If the present supplemental
budget request is approved the
demolition will take place during
the ·Jast stage of the campus remodeling. The site would be landscaped.

0

·.coe N. Pearl

·

962-213

_checks.
checks Office
are then
returned toThe
the Payroll
for dis. tribution. usually on the following
. day.
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Paramedic program gets results
. -1

BY KEN MUNSELL
If you have an accident or a
heart attack, or need any emergency medical care, count your
lucky stars that you live in Ellensburg.
·
Ellensburg has nine firemen
who are paramedics-an extremely high number for a town this
size. The reason for this is the high
quality CWU paramedic program
directed by Dorothy Purser of the
P .E. Department.
The program is limited to 15
students per year. These are
usually chosen from applicants
who already serve iri such areas as
fire fighting and ambulance services. Last year 208 people applied
for the 15 positions, anc;l already

there are between 35 and 40 who
have applied for next year's program.
About 90 percent of the people
in the program are already work. ing at jobs where paramedic skills

.: are needed. The . rest -or' the program graduates are virtually assured of a job after they graduate.
Purser said that only three graduates have failed to find jobs in
the field, and they did not because
of personal reasons.
The program has been offered
for four years. It is funded by
federal money which is distributed
by the Washington State Department of Social and Health Services
and the Department of Transportation;
Students are expected to complete 176 hours of practical experience in a hospital and 80 hours of
· work in an ambulance. These
include only the hours spent·
actually. engaged in gaining ·practical experience. The total training
program includes 720 total hours.
The rest of the hours are in course
work, reveiw of basic emergency
training and practical laboratory
experience. The course lasts three
full quarters.
in Falf

Emergency-Paramedics help give first aid in aeddents
u
one involving workers near Student Village two weeks .ago.

Quarter of each year. The cost for
training one student is $2,400.
State funding provides $1,500 of
the cost with Central providing
the rest.
·Purser said that the program is
a success with many very favorable reports made by the agencies who hire the graduates. She
said that the organizations term
them "outstanding.'' One notable
example is a graduate of the
program who worked for 28 hours

• .

straight during the recent blow-up ability. People who are akeady
of a section of the Alaska Pipeline · employed by a government agency
near Fairbanks. She· said that or private company where these
there is also tremedous response skills are needed will have prec!efrom individuals who have been dence, according to Purser.
Paramedics cannot perform
.
helped by CWU trained ambulance
their -skills unless they are under ·
workers.
People who desire admittance to the supervision of a qualified docthe program must have · a good . tor. Each paramedic in Ellensburg_
academic record and have certain is so sponsored. The program is
physical abilities. These include limited to 15 people because of the
being able to carry a 200 pound limits of local hospital space for
body on a stretcher and climbing teaching purposes.

Philosophy conference sla~ed
BY N:ATE SMITH

The 30th Annual Meeting of the
Northwest Conference on Philosophy will be held at C.W.U. on
Nov. 18 and 19. It will run from 1
p.m. Friday to 5 p.m. on Saturday.
Professors from all over the
Northwest will read papers on art,
ethics, politics, logic, metaphysics
and the sciences.
The meeting is a first for the
Conference. It is, for the first time,
expanding to a two-day program.
In the past, the Conference has
had to rely on a one-day program,
but due to the acquisition of a
grant from The Machette Foundation of New York City for $1,500,
the program has been expanded.
Speakers have been chosen from
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming and Utah, as well
as British Columbia and Alberta.
TWo professors from the University of California will also speak.
The meeting will begin with
three sessions on.Friday afternoon

followed by a General Session at sity of California at Davis. ,This
3:30 p.m. on "Liberty and Unem- talk will center on the "Harvard
ployment" presented by John
School" of socio-biology which was .
King-Farlow of the University of talked about at great length in
Alberta. After this, there will be Time magazine this past summer.
sessions on "The Public, Education
From 2:15 to 5 p.m., there will
and Philosophy" and "Neo-Dar- be three more sessions on "Friendwinism".
ship and Ethics", "Religion and
At 6:30, the annual banquet will Metaphysics" and "Logic, Action,
be held at Holmes Dining Hall with and Science".
the Presidential Address, "OffSome of the speakers will be
shoots From Martin Buber", given from outside the philosophy deby .the CoD.ference President, Mi- partment. Jan Mejer from the
chael McDonald from Seattle Pac- Sociology · Department ,cnft ~8'11-· ific University.
leen Adams fro~ Anthropology
At'9 a.m. on Saturday, there will will ooth be reading papers; Larry
be three sessions on "Necessity Lawrence and Donald Cummings
and Logic", "Politics, Law, Revo- from t~e. Englis~ Department will
lution" and "Good, Evil Exis- · be chall'mg sessions.
tence", followed by a General SesCentral Philosophy Professors:
sion at 11:30 with a paper on' Bachrach, Burkholder and Goe"Some Philosophical Issues Con- decke will also be reading papers.
cerning Sexism" by Richard WasDr. Goedecke is the Presidentserstrom of U.C.L.A. At 1:15, elect of the Northwest Conference
there will be another General Ses- on Philosophy. He put this year's
sion featuring a talk on "The program together and will deliver
Question of Human Awareness" the main address at next year's
by Marjorie Grene of the Univer- meeting. (Cont. on Page 8)
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Nuclear Waste&·B.A. 398 .,
·Now to get down to the point ol
Digging through the class cat- 'other as he spoke. It was gettin'
. all of this: Too few people in this
alogtie during registration this fall, thick, let me tell. you.
I searched hurriedly for two more : The class took a 15 minute break · country know or care about the
qMit~ to become a . ..full time and we came back for a question nuclear waste problem facing the
student." I have never taken a · and answer period.
United States today. It is, in fact, a
Business Administration class, but
I fired a couple of 'probing' anti- tinle ·bomb that is ticking hushed
I figured I might learn a new way .n~ke questions at him, from 'Y~ich amoqst us.
to make a buck and B.A. 398.1 _he ·seemed to weasel out.
Made me look bad, until I heard
looked good. The upper division
Unfortunately most Americans
number of the class kind of scared other questions the class · was will not care about tb.is complex
me but the title of the class, asking. They seemed to be more
costly issue until it gets out of
"Executive Perspectives on Bus- . interested in how much money bis
trol and becomes a killer.
iness and Society," and the fact company grossed last year (12
To state this in another perspecthat there were no texts or tests million) and how much was proe, Americans unfortunately
required, hooked me. I signed up. jected for the future.
ays wait until it 'has become a
Characteristic business students crisis before they act~
The first executive to give his
perspectives on business and .soc~ · asking typical business questions!
When I woke up, the class was
iety happened to be Bruce JohnThe problem is becoming so
son, president of Chem-Nuclear on its way out the door and Mr. critical that a member of Jimmy
fb'stems, Inc.- .out of Bellevue. As Johnson was talking to the- host of :Carter's Council of Environmental
is turns ·out, that company is the the class, Dr. Lawrence A. Dan- : Quality has urged that the nation
- largest nuclear waste disposal ton. As I walked by the two of either prove it can dispose of
company operating in these Unit- theip, Jo~..n said, "Sharp ques- radioactive wastes safely or stop
. dons, sir," and held out bis hand as building nuclear power plants
ed States of America!
He spoke smoothly and convic- ·if to &ay "nice aj kid."
altogether.
ingly, starting off with a couple of
All that commission has to do is
';!'he iiext class i missed due .to
jokes to loosen up the class. Mr.
talk to Mr. Johnson-he could c~n
Johnson then carried on for an World Series _game and Dr. Dan- viD.ce them. He convinced our·B.A.
hour, on the need for nuclear ton a~ked, "-Where's the. guy who· 398.1 class (and they probably got
power to enable the U.S. to keep asked those anti-nuke questions'!" -the . wrong information!), so he
Dead Silence; Johnson made me should have no problem ·solving
up with the rest of the world~
For a strong America, we need look bad again.
the commission's questions!
more nuclear pl&nts today, was his
Meanwhile, Chem-Nuclear Sysphilosophy.
Apparently ·Mr.· Johnson felt I · tehis calculates that spent nuclear
A true patriot and capitalistic ' had obtained information that was fuel from the 63 U.S. Nukes now
view, I must say.
wrong, So he sent me the "right" operational, is piling up at a rate of
Figuratively waved a little red information, all pro-nuke of course. 1.5-1.7 million cubic feet anually.
I thank him for bis genuine
flag with the atomic energy symTo ~dd to the growing problem,
bol on it in one hand and just · concern for a confused novice some in the federal governmeni
kidding about it, Old Glory, on the . business student..
are calling for 317 more Nukes to

~

a.

t)

I )

: · · WHAT YOU CAN'T SEE CAN'T IP.*' WUY
,Don't ~t your iife OD i!· Chem.:Nuclear System·s,tbe.targeit nuclear
waste dispo~ co~pany m the U.S., dumps another load. The president
;'of _Chem-Nuclear spoke to a Business Aclmhiistraiion clais at Central.• ,
be built in the next -25 years>rlie
question of the· nuclear industries
··true ability to dispose of nuclear
waste safely has taken on new
significance.

In fact, the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration said recently that the lack
of radioactive junk storage facilities could force the shutdown ol
23 plants, starting in 197\J, unless ·.
some solutions are found..

However, even a moratorium on
Nuke construction wouldn't solve
the problem-beause the probiem 1)
is already here!
Ha number of U.S. omcialS and
scientists have the jitters about ·ail
this nuclear waste, they are just~ •
ified. Surely Americans should ·
move with more caution on nuclear
plant expansion until they can be ·
sure of a meaaa of safe disposal of •
the stocks of radioactive junk that
. is accumulating silently around us.

Robin COl!lf?2·
. .

•

-

1)

Here comesthe Gelding Press.,
A few comments about last
week's election and subsequent
events are in order this week.
Rej~rendum. 40~ I was quite
pleased to see Ref. 4ff go down to
its deserved defeat. All the feminists pushed for this measure as
did Darling Dixy and it d~dn't do a
bit of good. Why? Not so much
that people saw it as endangering
their traditional lifestyles but rather that it wasn't really needed. .!
was very surprised that Dixy went
for this commission thing after her
adamant campaign against increasing the bureaucracy of the state.
This state already has a Human

Rights Commission (that does
qualify women even though they
now prefer to be addressed as
'persons') and the Washington
State Equal Rights Amendment
that looks, after the rights of both
men and women. Why did we need
a special interest group for women? I don't know. I'm still trying
to figure this one ~mt.
lat. 345. Well, the food tax .will
be removed from the long list of
ripoffs that our legislators have
perpetrated upon us. Now they
tell us that funding for all sorts of
things will have to be cut to make
the budget fit. Baloney! They talk

about ripping off students· for local grocer and even Christian
more money to go to school in this bookstores could be shut down
state (when I ain't getting my under this law. The backers of this
money's worth now) all because law said that closing down places
we voted down the food tax. Those because they sell Playboy or Pentbozos in Olympia never once talk house is not the intent ofthe law
about cutting salaries or benefits but who is going to stop some
for "legislators or other paid state goofball from doing it? Fifty dolofficials. They just moan about lars worth of a bond sure isn't
HAVING to rip.off poor folks. Re- going to get in his way. The law is
moving the food tax isn't going to so vague that ANYTIDNG that
he!P the REAL poor. folks anyway ANYONE considers obscene that
because it won·t apply to elimina- is sold in a store could be closed
ting tax on dog food.
down. That includes the Old
Last week's Crier. In case you Testament. You don't believe me?
are wondering what happened to Just read Genesis 19:30-38 and tell
pages 5 and 6 of last week's is~ue, me that that's not just a bit obwonder no more. We made a big scene.
mistake that could have gotten us
In closing, I would like to relate
sued so we had to sit' down with all to you a little conversation that I
6,000 or so issues of the Crier and had with David Thomason of the
whack the offending page out.
BOC. We were discussing a subA lot of folks seem to want to ject for the next photo cover of the
get. at the CRIER lately so they Crier and he turned down an offer
sucked up every issue they could . ·.lhat I made to him to put .various
find in hopes of getting one tllat members pf the BOC, Dixh
wasn't cut up. That's too b.d President Brooks and myself on
heause those vindictive people the next cover in the form of photo
· lept the rest of you· t.lks frem . dartboards in a "Take Out Your
.-eading some outrapot1s things Aggression Week" campaign.
.iiat I know would laave bright- Then he laid all kinds of heavy
ened up your day.
policy questions on me that I was
More about the Crier later. not about to answer not being the
lat. 335. The measure that EDITOR of this publication:! then
stirred up so much of a fuss a few neclr-d the line, tlie gist of whfoli~
weeks ago passed. Oh, look out was that, "the Crier was not rel>ecause the loonies are going to flective of students' interests.
use this "law" to its extreme. (No, They're paying money and .not
we can't close down Barto because getting anything out of it." Having
they don't deal in the selling. of listened to that compl~int ever·
~ porno. Sorry, but that's what the since the Crier got some ~!t I am
blw says.) A lot of other places can about fed· up hearing it. The C(ri~r
fall prey to the alleged kiddy-porn only reflects those students · and
I
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· be reflected, Dave. We don't pre- sume to reflect the "silent majority" or the "invisible student."
Those who desire to have a voice
in this paper . have the perfect• '
forum: Letters to the Editor. If
they are not using that opportuni, ty to express their views, that's
too bad.
•
I really get the feeling that
· someone really would like to turn
the Crier into a Public Relat.ions
paper for the BOC, the Residence•
·Hall · Council and every other
special group'-on campus. If these
' people succeed, I suggest we re1
naine this paper the Geldinc.c
Press, as that's what it would ~
' Since I'm on the subject of stu~
dents' money reflected in the
programs offered on campus, then' )
why isn't there a · soccer team?
There's enough interest and there
is a structured league for the fouryear schools (the community col-'
leges already recognize it as a varsity sport) and enough fan support
to make it pay for itself. Why isn't ,
there a rugby team or a men's
volleyball team? Because the fees
budget doesn't reflect student
interest, that's why. So, David, •:i
before you get down on the Crier
for not being reflective, please
look at the rest of the budget and
you'll see that many other inter- •.>
ests could be accomodated that
aren't being accomodated now
with a few moderate cuts in some
1 of the more inflated budgets.
"
If you REALLY want the Crier
to ~ as refle.ct1ve ai:i it cou1Ci, tnen
· the solution is a simple one. Just.

~u~~~~~
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Letters To The Editor
Further respo~se to 'Bakke'
'Dear FAlitor:

In resJ>onse to the cartoon illusthe B~e case (Crier.~
10-20-77) and the subsequent response~ it invoked (Crier, 10-27-77)
I would like to make a few commen,ts.. While the use of the term
. "colored kid" by the cartoonist,
and the apparent infei:ence drawn
by some that it was the intent of
the cartoon to depict affirmative
action as for Blacks only, resulted
in some unfortunate misunderstandings and side issues, these
considerations aside, I felt the
cartoon extremely appropriate to
the circumstances surrounding the
Bakke case. The major issue of
that case being whether or not it is
.constitutional for the University of
California, Davis-to reserve 16 .
positions per year for disadvantaged minority medical school applicants. In terms of the cartoon,
then, is it legal for the regents to
furnish that ladder?
Th~ issue of the appropriateness of
~ating

some form of affirmative action for · along. This, in my opinion, is one of
those who have traditionally had . the best illustrations of the intent/
to be content with less oppor- purpose of affirmative action.
tunities, whether in education, Whether or not tire enrollment
employment or any other area of system used by UC, Davis is found
life, . is a sub-issue of both the to be constitutional, whether or
·Bakke ea,$e and the eartoon. That not it tends to discriminate against
the intent of affirmative action is persons who are not disadvanto enhance the opportunities of taged minorities, the intent of the
persons who are members of program was to give the target
specific groups (i.e., ethnic minori- ·population an equal chance to
ties, veterans) is a fact. That the reach the fruits of the tree of
original intent of affirmative ac- knowledge.
tion was to beneftt minority group
The point of the cartoon, then, is
members and that these persons that while Allan ~e is standing
still comprise one of the major on terra 6rma within ·reach of the
target ·groups for affirmative ac- aforementioned fruits, he is indigtion, are also facts. I, therefore, do nant to think that the disadvarinot · s~ how a~yone could take taged minority person should be
issue With Diggs' depiction of af- able to use a ladder. In his indigfirmative action as being for mi- nation, he completely ignores (or
riorities.
doesn't notice) the fact that the
The cartoon symbolically illus- ladder merely gives the other
trates affirmative action as a person the same access to the fruit
ladder which brings the disad- as he .already has. It is possible
vantaged person within reach of that Diggs used the term "colored
- the benefits of the "system" as the kid" to indicate that many who
white male majority has been all claim affirmative action results in

You people should hire a new
copy editor. Your present one
overlooked some ve'(y important
typing errors in Robin Campo's
Int. 335 Is Good For Central (Oct.
20 issue) and in Nate Smith's,
· Energy for the Future (Oct. 27
issue). Campo and Smith were
very obviously talking about Music Dorm, not Barto Hall. As it
turned out, th!s seemingly small
error was really a very big error
on the part of your copy editor.

I was talking .to a guy about the
Barto Hall articles in last week's
Crier . and he thought I should
scribble some of my thoughts
-down. I could tell he thought the
articles from Barto Hall excessive,
but I had to. partly disagree. When

Gayle LeCompte
~ative

Action Director

Crier apathetic
To the Editor:

not Barto

UNICEF Halloween
drive a success
.

Fre~ advertising for
To the Editor, .

found it quite appropriate. I'll even
go so far as to say I found it wortli
a chuckle or two, because Diggs
"got his digs in'' in a way, that
effectively illustrates the shortsightedness inherent in claims of
"reverse discrimination".

never appeared again. The Crier
did not comment about how it got
its own funds, and did nothing to
Mr. Robin Campo is the latest in learn about. the inner workings of
a· series of Crier writers to have the 'Joint Student Fees process.
discovered and commented -on the One would expect the expenditure
apparent apathy that is so perva- of $736,000 from student fees to
sive on this campus. But apathy . generate some interest, at least on
me~ns a lack of passion or emotion,
the part of the Crier, but not so.
and that d~sn't seem to be what is
Both active interest and apathy
lacking.
ate home grown. If you want to do
There is certainly a lack of in- something about apathy, if you
terest of any sort in the admin- really want to stir up some inistrative processes of the univer- terest in the processes of the unisity which affect students rather versity, then you will need to print
directly. Mr. Campo mentioned something about them. Our survey
the Services and Activities fee ex- last Spring Quarter showed "'that
penditures ·as one example of an the Crier is widely read, so you are
alleged administrative rip-off to in a position to do something about
which there was no student re- lack of interest if you wish.
sponse. Indeed there was no response, and the Crier was a8 Very truly yours,
For Shame! Had she never made Counseling Center to find out, but apathetic as anybody. The Crier
this error, your staff would have they didn't know. So I came up reporter visited two early meet- Robert S. Miller
had to come up with something with this: Individuals set their ings of the Committee very brief-. Counseling and Student
else to fill in 48 column inches of own morals. My morals are dif- ly, fell asleep the second time, and Development
blank space. (Yes, I measured it). ferent from everyone else's. Very
All that aside, I do agree with Profound!
Campo. The residents of Music
In closing, I would like to say,
Dorm are actively and continu- that 'l am extremely proud to not
ously engaged in lewd activities, be a normal human being. Aren't
i.e. public · nudity, orgies, crisco you?
parties, co-ed showers, etc. This
doesn't mean that we are a moral Love always,
nuisance, however. By the way,
who is in charge of setting morals Frank Sergio
Washington, or ~parks dorm.s.
To the Editor:
around here anyway? I called the The Music Dorm Liberation Army
We'll. hope to be able to visit
On Sunday e.vening, October 30, . every dorm next year.
To the dorms who went 'an extra
some junior high and senior high
youths "Trick or Treated for mile in advertising our "visit" and
UNICEF" in many of the CWU who appointed a resident to acdorms. They collected $241.36. com~any the you~h through the
· This amount includes money _col- dorm, goes a special "thank you."
The reactions of the dorm
lected in Moore and Meisner by
people work to better something, Where's their sense ot" humor, the residents themselves. Meisner residents to*the youthful collectors
in this case Barto's reputation, anyway? Just think of it as adver- matched what was collected from was a great advertisement for ·
they don't like to see it cut down, tisement and enjoy it-it's being dorm dues. The Ellensburg UNI- CWUf. Thank you again "for the
even though the cut makes an ar- given free of charge. One more CEF Committee wishes to express world's children."
ticle more readable. I don't blame thing.-I never thought of Barto as its deep . appreciation to dorm
Sincerely, ·
those people (LGA's, etc.), but I ever having a bad reputation, until residents for their generosity.
don't think petitions and nasty I read the letters from the Barto
I am sorry that we did not have
letters from no~-Barto Hallers or Hailers disclaiming them.
enough youth or time to collect in Jean Cutlip,
even Barto Hallers is justified. Ronda Lagerberg
local UNICEF chairman
Kennedy, .Carmody-Monroe,

Music Dorm
Hi, FAlitor,

reverse discrimination are racists
(or sexists) and would like to see. ·
the ladder removed and minorities, women, etc., returned to their
former role of second class citi·zens.
With · consideration,· therefore,
to the intent of the cartoon to
depict the circumstances .and issues involved in the Bakke case, I

I

Barto

I

Applications are now being
accepted for -Winter and
Spring Quarters for et!,itor
of the Campus Crier. ·
Send resume .and cover le,tter to Mass Media
Office, Room 345, L & L.

Hockey not rough
TO THE EDITOR:
. I wish to commend the Sports
.FAlitor for the. bnproved coverage
of women's sports in the Crier to
date, but I wish also to take exception to a perhaps biased attitude toward one sport specifically... namely Women's Varsity Hockey. Last week's full page pictorial
· referred to hockey as a "ROUGH
SPORT." Who says? Compared to
what7 Why?
We work very hard for two
hours each day to develop precision and control of the instruments

For more information call 963-3342
963~1026.

I

of the game (stick, ball, mind and
body). We attempt to do it with no
body contact. It is against the
rules to hit into an opponent or to
make any physical contact. So I
question the lack of knowledge of a
sport-the first sport ever to be
played internationally by womenwhich has perhaps more empathy
for opponents and teammates alike
than many other sports. Just to
set the record straight, I do not
coach a ROUGH SPORT!
Jean Putnam
CWU Varsity Hockey .Coach

Minority Affairs Writer wanted
Apply at Crier offl~• w/resume
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Letters To The-Editor·
Guest Editorial

Labels die hard at Central
BY DON CAUGHEY, JJNITED Pagni and the residents of ·Barto tion points. They ironically reCAMPUS CB RIST I AN
you have to know what it is like to peated chronic labels about the
MINISTRY
have campus rowdies coming a- Crier. "Bad journalism, typographround looking for parties, breaking ical errors, mispelled words," and
The reaction of Barto Hall to windows and making pests of all the other criticisms about the
what was intended by Robin themselves. You have to appre- real or imagined shortcomings of
Campo and Nate Smith as a humo- ciate the time and effort they have the paper were invok-ed. To the
rous and satirical editorial com- given to leadership, to the diffi- people who work late nights and
ment on lilitiative 335 contains a cult task of enforcing rules, set- early mornings to put out the best
lesson which goes far beyond the tling disputes and generating an paper they can, the criticisms
question of whether they should atmosphere of trust and communi- were unjust and they hurt. Labels
have written those editorials or ty. Without living in Barto it is are powerful .weapons to hurt
whether Barto should have taken hard tQ understand the problems people and we use them when we
are angry. By now they were
them as jokes. The lesson is that inherent in its structure which
"labels" hurt pe9ple and keep us make the development of a com- flying back and forth pretty freely.
from seeing the humanity of munity feeling particularly . diffiIt was hard for me to underothers. Robin and Nate chose cult. You also need to know how . stand what was happening. I was
Barto as the example of campus . self-fulfilling labels are and how ouside the controversy, but all the
"rowdyism" because it has been an easily their work could bP. deprinciples were good friends of
assumption at Central that the two stroyed. As with all groups who mine. Jan and Bill are on the board
belong together. That "label" was . carry stigmatizing labels, the peo- of UCCM. Robin and I have a
earne~ more th~n five year~ ago,
ple in Barto found the joke offen- friendly wager on Oakland-Denver
and smce that trme new residents sive. Robin and Nate didn't mean for the AFC West. Both Nate and
and new dorm leadership have it that way, but the joke was not Robin had kicked around the idea
worked hard to make Barto a dif- funny to those who chafed under of a parody on 335, and we had
ferent and better place to live.' In an unjust and undeserved label.
mtmtioned banning Barto or the
the past several years a number of
In their anger some Barto SUB or the dining hall and so
other dorms have surpassed Barto people harassed Robin and _Nate. forth. I knew they weren't trying
in rowdyism, but labels die hard. They decided to boycott the Crier, to knock Barto, and I knew that
To understand the anger of Bill and some went so far as to remove Barto was a pretty together place.
Whitmore, Jan Tweedie, Debbie bundles of papers from distribu- Most of all I knew that none of

·Reactionaries destroying Crier
Dear Frieacls of CWU,

We have a boil on the butt of our
campus. Just a few germs right
.now, but you know how these
things spread. I appeal for your aid
in the application of a medicinal
salve.
This reactionary group has done
us a great disservice. They have
driven those responsible for the
Crier into a state of paranoia
which cannot be tolerated. When
letters to the editor and editorial
replies are hastily pulled from a
printed issue, due to the pressure
of a minority group, we are all
placed under the thumb of that
group. Magnifying the insanity is
the fact that this group comprises
less than one percent of those
people affected by life on campus
(students, faculty, administratfon
and their nuclear families). These
scant few are not only infringing
on, but mocking our rights.

Of co.urse, this ordeal came
about because these clones (They
can't be real humans, ·because my
CWU sociology professors have
taught.me that man is a social animal, and these few have divorced
tnemselves from the mainstream
of the society in which they live,)
couldn't take a joke. As a result,
they became the joke. However,
they're not funny anymore. (I've
even heard rumors that they're
requesting a Residence Hall Council to suggest some form of direct
censorship for the CFier. Of course
these are only rumors ... )
So, the main question seems-to
be, "What will we do with these
few?" Since we all know that a boil
left alone is an invitation to further
inflam~ati9n, I s~ggest ~me po~i
tive action. Furthermore, I suggest that we act iti a manner which
is in keeping with the norms of the
world •for which we're being
trained to deal with. I know, let's

Crier unrepresentative
Dear Editor,

we at least have input to the philosophy and direction of our paper?
The Crier staff has stated that if
we don't like something about the
Crier, write a Letter to the Editor.
Unfortunately, if students were to
write a letter every time the Crier
made a mistake, it would consume
large sums of time and'energy, of
which students need in other
areas. It is also unfortunate that
these individuals can}\ot be depended upon to provide objective reporting. Or, do we have a newspa~
per of by-line opinions which represents only those individuals
who write them?
As you can see, I've takeri some
cheap shots. I'll probably be offered a job at the Crier next week.
I think I've met the qualifications
of the Crier.
If there are any other opinions
other than those of the Crier staff,
I urge your individual response.

Well, fellow students, it looks
like many of our peers are getting
tired of paying for a student newspaper that is not representative of \
the students or ·activities at Central. A good example is the-. students of Barto who didn't just lay
down and let the Crier take cheap
shots through unsubstantiated and
undocumented journalism and
weak attempts at hu!Jlor.
Another positive step towards
acquiring responsible advisement
in the Crier is the formation of a
task force by the Residence Hall
Council to investigate whether or
not the Crier is providing a true
service to the owners·· of ,- the
Crier-that being you, the stu·
dents. Yes, you ·pro~4e $21,000
through student and activity fees
for your newspaper. I would think
that if we had the choice of buying
the Crier~ we wouldn't have this
problem. Since, at this time, we Rieb Dietz
don't have that option, shouldn't Member Board of Control

keep them in a jail. We don't have
one on campus, though. Oh well,
any building will do. We can use
the Library, or the CRlER office.
Or, ·what about Barte'! ·
Matthew Carlson

**********
Equus
excellent
Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to
something which happened on the
nights of November 2, 3, 4 and 5. I
am referring to the play Equus. I
cannot think of any play that I've
ever seen which was as good as
Equus. The actors and actresses
portrayed the parts excellently.
All of them deserve more than the
lukewarm clapping they got on the
night I was there. (Nov. 4)
Michael J. Stern, Bob Goin,
Catherin~ Sands, E. Dee Torrey,
Jan Starnes and Leslie A. McCorlde all should have received a
standing ovation for the superb
acting they did. Of all the plays
I've witnessed, seldom have I seen
the actors and actresses do as
great a job ~ the aforesaid people
did. The characters of Martin
Dysart, Alan Strang, Hester Salomon, Frank and Dora Strang, and
J¥1 Mason were done so well that
the actors and actresses became
these characters on stage. This, in
my opinion, is the hallmark of an
· excellent actor or actress.
To ~lose, I am very grateful that
I was persuaded to go to Equus
by a_good friend and that I hope a~
the people who attended Equus on
any of its playing nights feel the
same as I do when I claim that this
was the best play I've ever seen!
Congratulations!

F. Steffy
Beck BaD

them was irresponsible or out to
iestroy anyone else; and that's
'lart of the lesson. Labels hurt all
of us, not just the oversensitive or
immature, and even when we
know what we mean, we have to
be careful about what we say.
There is some good news too.
Barto found greater unity. The
Crier learned that they have
readers who care enough to respond, and there is an improvement in campus communication
with the Crjer. (Gary Fisher deserves a lot of credit for the way
he helped resolve tensions). We
need not feel sorry for Barto or the
Crier. They are doing OK. Everyone ought to know by now that
there is a new Barto on campus.
The lesson for us is in all the
other labels we have on campus
(and elsewhere). What about the
idea that Central is not a good
school? Have we taken a look at
what is here or merely repeated a
label? Dining hall food iS always
ridiculed. But what about the real
quality of the current dining, halls?

Is it the Health Service, the BOC,
the RHC, Parent- Alumnus Weelcend, the Faculty Senate, the Administration?-the list is endless.
There are many things we could
do to improve Central and to. do
that we have to make certain that
our criticisms are based on fact,
not labels or vindictiveness. We
also need to compliment those who
are doing well. Above all we need
to recognize that cynicism and
apathy are the enemies of progress. It doesn't help much to
knock . things that fall short of
ideal. "Lynching" Robin because
he cares enough to be controversial would be easy, but it wouldn't
help him or Central. ·If Parent/Alumnus Weekend ·is not Homecoming as you want it, work on
having a Homecoming. We don't
need to have criticism squelched.
Another lesson of the Barto case is
that it is better to speak up than to
stay angry and alienated. It is
even better to deal with each other
as people. Few of us are ready to
risk it, but it is what makes all the
difference.

An Apology
Last week we were going to
publish a parody of the Barto petition and found out after the Crier
went to press that the letter could
be trouble for us as it could have
left us open for a libel suit. So we
pulled the letter from the issue.
The comments that I madP. about
Barto Hall and its residents were
mtended in fun. Not knowing how
close the managers and LGA's of
Barto are to their hall, we offended
· those people . while not intending
to. Not knowing that they did not
(and, in fact, cannot) separate th~

fact that we merely intended to
joke about their reputation from
the fact that Barto is an important
part of their lives, we made a
serious mistake in what amounted
to a personal attack. This was not
my intent and to those of you that
it offended, T am sorry and hope all
is forgiven. I am a nasty person
but I will not engage fo personal
attar.ks as they are only counterproduct}ve.
Signed,
Robin Campo -

Nov. 17. 1977
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(Cont. from Page 1)
an apparently abandoned car because it is taking up parking spots
they could be using, he said.
From the Post Office we once
again head north, this time patrolling around Brooklane Village. The
Village is quiet, but upon leaving,
Coplan notices an old Dodge ahead
of him, with no brake light on the
left hand side. The blue lights on.
the parol car hum to life. "I won't
write her, but I will give her a
verbal warning," says Coplan as
the dodge pulls over,'' If she were
to pump her brakes, it would look
like she was signaling for a turn
and a car behind her might not
realize she's stopping," Coplan
gets out and talks to the driver for
a few minutes and then returns
with a big smile." I stopped her before for the same thing," he
~xplained, "She remembered me
and what I had said about pumping her brakes. I must give a
pretty good sales pit.ch." She was
selling the car, which had a wiring
problem, so he let her go.
Baek on patrol, we circle the
campus and cut up Chestnut past
Holmes. Coplan points ·out a
special motorcycle parking area
across from Anderson A~artments
which is protected from cars and
well lit. The campus police were instrumental in getting that area
and a couple others set up, he said.
Next, someone had left his ear
lights on in the parking lot south of
Holmes. Checking through the
parking _registrations Coplan has
the dispatcher contact the owner
and advise them of the situation.
From there we circle back up
14th Avenue where another motorist is advised and warned of
faulty brake lights.
Coplan then swings back up to
Brooklane again and while there
receives a call of a separated
father threatening the life of his

daughter at Brooklane Village.
Response time is about 30 seconds
and as we arrive a man in a red
pickup_ is leaving. Having no
probable cause to stop the truck,
Coplan lets him go and contacts
the compfa.mtant. Advising her
that threatening is a misdemeanor
and he could only arrest the
suspect if he threatened her in his
presence, Coplan suggests she get
a restraining order from the court.
The victim said slie thought her
mother had gotten one, and Coplan
said he would check back at tlie
office if Qne was on file. At ihe
office, an order is found and
Coplan calls the victim to notify
her. "I'm not going to have him in
there thumping anybody. fll arrest him for contempt (of court)
tonight for their protection if he
comes back," said Coplan, as he
fills out another report. We then
head out and grab some dinner.
The Campus Police l)epartment
is ten .men strong, and was given
by the legislature full police
powers,. Coplan has been with the
department for 18 months after
spending about two years with the
WSP. Because of his prior comission he needed no further schooling. New campus officers are
usually required to attend a police
academy.
.
~he manager of Davies ca~s the
~li~e ~nd wa?ts to .k~o~ if t~e
liquid m the fire extmgu1s~ers. !s
?angerous. Coplan tells him it s
Just water.
Next we head over_ to Beck to
reset a fuse. box. While at Beck,
C~plan receives a call to go . to
Nicholson to help throw out a high
school boy who is up there causing
trouble. The boy le~ves before we
get there. We cruISe back up to
Brooklane and then start to pati:ol
some of the parking lots. Coplan

night out v.1ith a cop

sees a girl remove something from
a VW and then jump into another
car. "I hope you can prove that's
your ear," he says to her, pointing
to the VW. She does and he lets
her go.
A father was having a hard time
contacting his daughter and had
earlier requested the police to try.
·Coplan drove.down to the Campus
Apartments and found the girl, ·
whose phone had been out. She
had also talked to her father just a
few hours before.
· It was now time for Coplan to
check in the first student patrol
. coming on duty and to get him his
radio. Coplan said the students are
an extra set of eyes and ears, with
no police powers. "We get a few
good arrests a year with them,
especially ear ·prowling. We .had
one student last spring who was
built like Gargantua and who
showed us you could pop the doors
open to the SUB with a good
strong jerk. That really surprised
a lot of people and we had to have
all the locks beefed up," said
Coplan.
.
We then take one last swmg up
to Brooklane Villa~e, but it appears the threatening father has
.decid~d. to stay ~way.
.
CruISmg past Student Village,
Coplan gets a call of a bad fight
between residents of Quigley and
Sparks. He punches the gas and on
the way the dispatcher notifies
him of a second call, a girl saying
they have now moved into Quigley
and "one of them was going to get
killed." Coplan parks and takes off
to Quigley.. Inside he finds the
·fighters. The whole thing had been
a joke staged to put on some girls
in Sp~rks.
Officer Coplan clears the scene,
stops off at the 7-11 for a cup of
coffee and .calls it a night.

North-Wilson Halls

Recent improvements
BY PAT HADALLER
Yes, North Hall may be the
biggest eye-sore on the Central
campus, but its outlook is getting
. brighter:
Maintenance of the residence
halls is another of those selfsupporting operations. Repairs
and improvements come directly
from the residents payments.
As one looks at the residence
halls he can see many recent improvements. Painting the exterior
of Wilson Hall is perhaps the most
obvious achievement. Beck, Meisner and Sparks Halls were recarpeted over the summer. The College Duplexes received new refrigerators and many of the rooms
were repainted as were some of
the Student Village Apartments.
Jim Hollister, Director of Hous-:•
ing Services said, "We (Housing
Services) receive no state funds.
Maintenance and improvements
come directly from the residents."
According to Hollister, some of
the funds for last summer's improvements came from the closing
of Kamola Hall. "Approximately
$60,000," said Hollister, ·"is needed
to operate Kamola. Keeping it
heated and o.ther general repairs
will cost about $20,000. Thus, we
save about $40,000 by keeping it
closed. Kamola is the biggest dorm
on campus and it is· not profitable
to operate it when the on-campus
student enrollment is not high
enough to fill it!'
Hollister said, "Approximately
55 percent of a student's housing
payment goes to food services.
Housing receives the remaining 45
percent~ Housing has ·to pay for
telephone, laundry machines, cable, general repairs and_anything
else that ae~ls with the residence
halls."

Housing ~ervices had a little
extra revenu~ left over at the end
of last year; that is · why more
improvements were made last
summer compared to previous
years. For those of you who have
been in North Hall, you might
have noticed some improvements.
The ceilings, window frames and
-lounge divider were painted. The
walls were thoroughly washed and
there was an attempt to repair the
showers. The showers will be

redone in the future according to
Hollister. One veteran of North
Hall stated, "If it wasn't for the
enthusiastic people who live in
North, it would be the worst dorm
on campus."
Some housing improvement
plans for next year include the
recarpeting of Quigley, Davies and
Hitchcock Halls...and...Oh Yes..•
Perhaps the exterior painting of
North Hall if revenues hold out.

Wrap up Chrls_t mas

for all at our

Pre-Christmas

SALE
Plan now to attend
our Pre-Christnias sale
going on right now.
will find
outstanding savings on .
nien's, wonien's,
children's and infant's
YOU

clothing.

Use Our

convenient credit plan
or hank cards welconie.

206 East 4th Ave.
COLOR
REPRINTS
From Kodak Ne9a11ve s

INCLlJDES 11 0 SIZE

Downtown
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Getting ripped off

'Lads of Fall'
BY BECKY PRIEUR

·Central's soccer team has been a
club for about five years, according to ·Chusak "Chuck" Hutavatchra,. player-coach.
The soccer team was dropped
from the P.E. Department because
there wasn't enough funding available. Also, at_ that time, ther~
wasn't really very much interest in
the sport.
Since then, Central's soccer
team has really grown. This fall,
over 30 people turned out for
soccer, but only 16 can suit up.
Each team member has to pay
$15 for league fees. In addition to
that, they supply their own uniforms, shoes, and soccer balls.

They also must~ pay for their owr.
traveling expenses.
As a club, the soccer team is eligible.to receive $40 from the ASC.
Anything over that amount has to
be brought t9 the Board of Control
with a proposal.

State University, and -Eastern
Washington University.
Hutavatchra said that recruitment for soccer was hard because
most people like to go to the big
name schools because they have a
better chance to go professional.

The soccer team does have their
own field which wasn't watered or
taken care of last summer. (The
only field that wasn't taken care
of). The field . will now have to be
replanted and the soccer team has
no money tO pay for it.
Central's soccer team is in the
Northwest Intercollegiate Soccer
League. Other schools in the NISL
include Whitman College, the University of Idaho, Washington

Although soccer is not as popular of a spectators sport as football, the interest has been building. According to Hutavatchra,
the soccer games usually gather
from 150-200 spectators.

Fiiiiiiiii_ _ _ __

SINGING OUT-Central's Jazz Choir rehearses a number for its
oending trip to Dallas, Texas.

Jazz Choir needs money .
BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN

-·
All
Prime Northern goose down
outer wear

All Comfy jackets
10% off
wi.th this ad ·

Horseman's Supply
Ruby at Canyon Rd

925-6118

Financing is a problem which
has visited many departments on
campus this fall quarter. One such
group is the Jazz Choir of the
Music Department.
The Jazz Choir, under the direction of John Moawad, Assistant
Professor of Music, consists of
thirty Central students. These
students have been working this
quarter to finance a trip to Dallas,
Texas. The trip, which will be held
the first week in January, would
give the students an opportunity
to perform at the Dun~y Motor
Hotel, a large new conference
center in the Dallas area.
Each student must provide $300
of his or her own money for the
transportation to and from Dallas.
The choir_ hopes to earn enough
money for its lodging costs and to
provide each student with $15 per
day for meals.
Fo~r money-raising functions
have been scheduled by the choir
to help raise money. Last Monday,
a dance and beer party was held at
·h h
d
Goofy,8 ' wit
t e procee s to go to
the Jazz Choir's trip fund. The
amount of money made on this
night is not known yet.
Between November 28 and De-

cember 9, the choir will be participating in a book drive on campus.
All professors will be contacted
and asked to donate any old or unused textbooks that they might
have. The students will then sell
the books to a prospective usedbook buyer.
December 3. the Men's Faculty
Luncheon Group will sponsor and
prepare a gourmet dinner party to
help with the fund raising. The
dinner will be priced at $15 per
person and will be headed by Don
Wise, Associate Dean of Student
De_velopment.
·
December 9, the Jazz Choir,
along with the Jazz Band, will hold

its annual Jazz Night in McConnell A-uditorium. Advanced tickets
will be $2 with door prices at $2.50.
This will be the last mo~ey-raising
function before the completion of
the trip plans.
The Jazz Choir would like to
take two other trips in the spring. .
In April, the choir would like to
participate in the West Coast Big
Band Jazz Festival held in Berkeley, California. The group would
also like to take a short three-day
tour to local public schools and
community colleges. Any further
trips, as well as the one in Jan- ,
uary, depend on the ever-present
problem of fiJ!ancing.

Trustees meet to
discuss problems
BY KIM GAINES.

Dr. Williams said that by checking the references, some of the top
Presidential Search Procedures . 15 candidates may be dropped and
were among the subjects dis- those from the lower 15 will be
cussed at the November 10 Special added in their place. ,
Meeting of the Board of Trustees.
After checking tlie letters of
Dr. Williams, . Chairman of the
'Presidential Search Committee in- reference and making phone calls,
the committee will vote on the
formed the Board members that candidates and by ·majority vote
the candidate list has been rewill reduce the list to eight.
duced to 30 people. Letters have
The Presidential Search Proce•a.---------------t.been sent to the remaining 30 dures
were formally ratified by
(Cont. from Page 3)
asking if they are still.interested.
Letters have also been sent to the the Board' of Trustees.
A discussion was held on wheAccording to Chester Keller, five referrals of each of the 30
Chairman of Central's Philosophy asking them to write on behalf of ther a group will go to the campuses of the final eight eandidates
Department, this year's program the candidates.
is "the most ambitious ever atBy the end of December or the or bring them to Central. The
tempted.by the conference. Speak- first of January, the list must be Board asked the committee to find
out costs and report back to them.
ers have come from greater dis- cut to eight candidates.
The Board then expressed what
· ta;nces, and the new, two-day
The procedure the committee is
format has allowed us to approach following consists of rank ordering they are currently thinking about
a wider range of topics. I think the the remaining 30 candidates. The in terms of looking for a new
president. Included in that list are
quality of the program will be committee has done this, and at
better than ever." He added that the meeting presented the Board proven ability, organizational abili- ·
"the program should be of great with the names of the top 15 ty, interpersonal skills, ability to
interest to all."
candidates. Dr. Williams stre11ed look ahead, administrative experiThe public is more than welcome that all 30 of the candidates are ence, satisfaction with new job
to attend any or all of the presen- · still alive in the selection, but the prospect, fiscal ability or fiscal
tations. Pamphlets can be obtained · 15 named to the Board are tht> sense and proven sense of social
from the Philosophy Department strongest candidates at this point. responsiblity. The new president
in the Language and Literature
The committee will collect the should also ·be a long range planBuildin
.
.
letters
-of reference and · start ner, legislative liaison, keep comlf..::~~::.0..:.---------..........J
making phone calls to the candi- munication lines open between the
dates. The coinmittee has formed Board and college community and
questions to ask the candidates. be flexible.
Other business of the Board
Dr. Williams request~d that the
Board also submit questions that meeting included revisions to Part
they wish to be asked of the candi- II, Board pf Trustees, Policies and
(Cont. on Page 9)
dates.
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, Jaynes' 'Bicameral mind'

Scientific revelation or iust a hoax?
BY HAROLD LANE
Although it m~y be surprising to
some, the best way for a budding
author to attract attention is to
write a science book- pa.rticularly one which contradicts basic
scientific assumptions. The two
·most famous examples of this are
Erik Von Danikari, who wrote
ChUiots of the Gods and Edmund
Velikovsky, who was .the author of ·
When Worlds Collide. It was not
these men's writing that iliade
r their books best-sellers, nor was it
their credentials as scientists.
Simply, they sold because people
were fascinated with the ideas
they presented, be it ancient astrona uts, earthquakes caused by faraway planets, or whatever.
Unfortunately for them, however, both these ideas are fairly
old and the public has lost interest
in them. Responding to this is one
Julian Jaynes, a psychologist at
Princeton, who has filled the need.
for weird theories- this one conflicting major assumptions in archeology and psychology.
Briefly, Jaynes believes that
humans have two types of mentalities. The first one, the conscious mind, is familiar to most laymen. It is the part of the brain that

1

is awa~e of the past, present and
future. It catagorizes certain
events into "causes" and "effects."
The conscious mind also tells us we
have to die some day. Most importantly, it houses the identity,
that abstract concept that distinguishes us as unique.
The other kind of mentality
Jaynes sees is "the bicameral
mind," so called because it is divided into two parts-the "voice of
the gods," a section of the brain
which· causes people to hallucinate voices or illusionary figures,
and "man," whose only purpose
was to obey the voice of the gods.
In a book Dr. Jaynes published
this fall, he explains these two
minds and tells· how they functioned in the historical past. Until
recently, the book received little
publicity. Partly this was due to
the title of the book, which is so
awkward, The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of
The Bicameral Mind, that few
people would read it. Yet what
Jaynes says is fairly simple, and it
is receiving more and more attention from those dissatisfied with
the standard explanations of history. ·
For most of man's existence,_ the
voice of the gods functioned to

guide man in his environment.
occured then. The conscious mind,
According to Jaynes, whenever a which had been unknown up to
new situation or unsolved problem that time, was quickl,I_ developed
desperate-·techluque·ror ·9-ur::
~rose •..the b.ieamera.l nimd would as
calculate the solution and send it viv.al.
to the man using the voice to
communicate.
·
Archeologists generally view
Jaynes finds the Greek epic
poem, The Oiad, a good example of Jaynes with ·riducule, as do histhis. In a recent interview with an torians. They assume it would be
editor of Psychology Today maga- impossible for bicameral minds to
zine, he explains, "The remarkable build the Pyramids or other anthing about The lliad is that in cient artifacts. (Jayne$ points out
general, people are not conscious. that modern ·people often drive a
They don't sit down and decide to car or play a pia~o while their
have a Trojan War. They don't conscious mind is on something
plan strategy. It is quite obvious else; he suggests that the P~~-
that there are two kinds of beings mids could have been built in a
that figure in The lliad. There are
people like Achilles and there are
similiar fashion.) They· also asked
a group of beings called gods. Who I Jaynes if the bicameral mind was
and what are they? The gods come destroyed without a trace. (No, h!".
into the story whenever there is a explains in the book: "Hunch·es·,
new decision to be· reached. As schizophrenia and hypnosis are
soon as there is a novel situation to remnants . of the bicameral mjnd
be dealt with, someone hears a which have not yet faded." Still.
voice or sees a god who -tells him explanations are not proof and
what to do." That god, Jaynes most experts in the field are not
concludes, is the bicameral mind in convinced.
action.
About 1000 B.C., the bicameral
mind broke down and disappeared; apparently, it couldn't adapt to .
overcr~wding populations and a
I'm an Air Force ofseries of nat1lral disasters which
ficer and this is my

a:·

McConnell Auditorium, vintage
1934, has been awaiting renovation for about eight years. According to Milo Smith, Chairman·of the
Department of Drama, plans were
drawn ten years ago for an all-new
theatre and drama fa.cility on 18th
Street. College enrollment all over
the state then proceeded to plummet and the State put a moratorium on all major construction.
The plans have since been completed; the estimated cost is 2.9
million dollars. The funds will
come out of the Capital Improvement Budget which is for the
building and renovation of any
state building project. These funds
have to be approved for delegation
by the Washington State Legislature. The Legislature is well
known for dilly-dallying over various and sundry issues, and
McConnell has graciously been included. The amount of the funding
has been cut several times and
each time the building plans have
to be modified. With each year of
waiting, building costs of course
get higher. Said Dee Torrey,
Technical Director and Designer
of the Drama Department and a
member of the Building Committee for McConnell, "This time the
Legislature will either approve or
disapprove the whole 2.9 million
dollars. The last cut was from just
over 3.0 million to the present 2.9."
The Legislature will convene again
in March.
Once the renovation is completed, the whole building will be devoted to the Drama Department
and the Performing Arts. Presently the Drama Dept. is located in
Edison. Edison is better than
nothing at all of course but it does
have one slight problem-it's been
condemned. Actually it's been
condemned and recondemned. Either somebody's having a hard
time deciding or...
The Auditorium was originally
built as just that...:.an auditorium.
It's initial purpose -w~ to house
small concerts, guest speakers and
the like. Surprisingly enough and
although in all truth McConnell is
only in its prime when compared

to, say Monticello, there are some
things that warrant changes here.
It seems that just prior to curtain
time of the 1977 spring musical, A
Little Night Music, a lighting cable
caught fire and burned. That's
enough to make a person marvel
that it is still standing.
Some of the improvements .sla- .
ted are as follows: the electrical
wiring of the building will be redone, as well as all heating and air
conditioning to meet ecology standards. More lighting positions will
be added to tl}e old stage. New
wing spaces (backstage area) will
be added, also a new loading dock.
According to Torrey, the dock in
use now is located on an inaccesible incline about four feet off the
ground. Dressing rooms will be .

added as cast members presently
have to use the hallways. New
shop rooms and storage rooms will
be added, old ones will be- enlarged. Old props are now stored
in the basement of Sue Lombard
Hall and around the stage. A new
section on the second level will be
11.dded to house a completely new
multi-form theatre.
With a 64' x 76' floor it w:ill be
about eight times larger than the
Three-Penny Playhouse. This Theatre, as implied by the name, is
very versatile. The audience area
can be arranged to form different
sized and shaped stages.
Other . considerations will be
audience comfort such as a coat
room, concessions (oh yes!) and
facilities for handicapped persons.

Trustees face.
college issues
(Cont. from Page 8)
Procedures Manual which were
passed as well as was a policy on
Board agenda, minutes and seat·
ing _arr.a.:n~me~ts~
~
_.
The seating arrangem.,nt
amendment censisted of ~anting
a seat at· the table with the Board
members to the BOC;FacUltf-Senate and · the Associated Administrators. Linda Clifton, BOard
Chairman, expressed disturbance
that DO .BOC .representative· was
present at the meeting since they
were the ones to make the
request. It was noted that Ken
Winslow had out-of-town commitments.
A representative from Governor
Ray's office, Glen Rose, was present at the meeting. He is a
general a'Ssistant to the governor
concerned with educationai affairs.
He expressed a need to emphasize
quality of education and services
· to students.

It's hard to say. Dr. Jaynes has
more knowledge in bis field than
Velikovi;ky had in his when he
wrote When Worlds Collide and
Jaynes' concepts can be v:~rifi_~d. ~!"
Jisproven by experiment - ·an
asset Von Daniken's subjective
descriptions lacked in c~~t~ ~~1
the Gods. But what -he says still·
seems to conflict with what common sense tells us about the
human brain.
In any case, there probably will
be a lot of public ink spilled on the
subject from now Qn. Whether the
bicameral mind theory is correct
or not, it is commercially exploitable, and that's all that matters to the budding science aut'1ors of the world.

sweet chariot. When I
visit home people are
happy to see me. And
proud. They say I'm
doing my part in the
community by show-

McConnell awaits renovation
BY SUSAN LAWRENCE

To the average, non-scientific
reader, though, conviction is allimportant. Many people have already asked if the book is some
sort of rip-off. Or, put another
way, could Jaynes be right?
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look to. And it reas·
sures them to know
they have a voice in
Air Force matters that
concern them.
The Air Force needs
more leaders .•• pilots
... aircrew members
• .• math majors .•. sci·
ence and engineering
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best way to find that
out is in an Air Force
ROTC program. There
are two, three, and
four-year programs.
Scholarship and non·
scholarship. Why not
look into all of them
and see if one fits
)'.Our plans? It's worth
1t, brother.

Contact: Major Gra
CWU, Ellensburg,

(509) 963-2314.
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lhings to give thanks for.
Good times, good music and cheap beer.
Monday night November 21st at ·Goofy!s. The
dOors will open at 8:00, music .a t 9:00.
$l.25 pitchers all night.- Ladies cover~ half price.
M

Be there. NOV 21st
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DEATH ROW-The long row of eage1 and .the echoing barks of
panic-stricken dogs greets the visitor at the Ellen1burg Small Animal
Shelter. In1pite of it1 forbidding appearance the shelter is one of the
cleane&t in the state and the dogs are fed regularly.

Unwanted, unloved ...

Dogs ·face death
Death row.
It's not a pretty place. But for most of Ellensburg's unloved dogs it's a
block building and steel fences that mark the end of their worldly existence.
Last month 118 dogs were impounded, and 56 were put to sleep because
they remained unclaimed.
"A lot of students leave their dogs when they leave school," explained
Nancy Hunter, animal control officer for the Ellensburg Police Department.
"They don't seem to understand dogs are domesticated animals and they
can't just turn them loose."
"It's such a shame," Hunter said. "In the last three or four months not
even half of the dogs have been picked up. It's such a depressing job," she
added with a sigh.
The Small Animal Shelter was created about four years ago to handle
animal problems in Ellensburg. Although the shelter handles mostly dogs,
Hunter takes care of all animal problems in Ellensburg. Most dogs are
picked-up for violations of city ordinances.
City ordinances require dog owners to:
-license and register their dogs with the city clerk if the animal is over six
months old. Licenses expire on May 31 each year.
-provide every dog with a collar and tag identifying the year covered by
the license and with a number corresponding to the . dog's registration
certificate.
-keep dogs from running at large.
-obtain a veterinarian's certificate proving the dog has been given a
rabies shot.
-keep dogs from creating too much noise.
If the original owner doesn't come in or if the dog is a stray, it is put to
sleep after five days. Few dogs that are put to sleep are actually
strays-most are neglected by their owners.
Hunter maintains a list of people w;ho want a certain type of dog. If that
particUlar breed is available at the shelter, she calls the person on her list.
There are no regular hours, so anyone who would like to provide a home for
an unloved dog is encouraged to call the Ellensburg Police Department for
more information.

TOUGH JOB-Nancy Hunter, animal control officer, gives this dog a treat. Bunter has.pet dogs
of her own and this makes her job even tougher.

HAPPY REUNION-After being 'separated for four days, Judy Sheeley and her dog 1wt'a happy
reunion. Last month most dogs weren't quite this lucky.
~

FINAL DAYS-This dog has little hope of surviving the week. In
October, 58 dogs were put to sleep because nobOdywanted them,: ~ · ,;..•, 1'<ii·
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AA.G.E. 1977 GRAID OPEnlnG
SPECTACULARIA
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All A.C.E. Products Dras11ca11u Reduced .
Model EL-8130

.

'
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and 4-key Direct Access
Memory • No
key tops, no moving
parts • Makes audible
sound at every key operation or will operate
silently • Approx.
400-hrs. operation w/
signal sound, or 600h rs . operation w/
silent mode • Case
incl. • Size: 2.-11/16" ·
x 13/64" x 4%". Sugg.
Retail: $34.95

8-Digit Electronic Calculator w/
Total Memory • Total memory
key • Square root and percent
keys • Operates on a single
battery • Size:%" x·2-15/16" x
4 '''
Sugg. Retail: $9.95.

...........................

A

VAC-0-REC

~

(Music Man, No Keys!)
Super Thin (5-mm)

Model EL-203

IJOUr "Advanced Catnpds ·Electronics" Center
DRAWINGS Every 2 Hours
PRIZES •1 0 • •100 (retail value)-•

A

GRAND
DOOR PRIZE

FM/AM/SW 3-Band Radio Cassette
Recorder • New APSS (Automatic
Program Search System) • Built-in/
detachable microphone • Microphone mixing (fader) control •
Pause
control • ALC (Automatic
Level Control for recording) • Big
sound with 2-way speaker system •
Digital tape counter • Automatic
shut-off sleep timer with radio • AC/
DC operation • Size: 14'12' x B:Y•" x

Sugg. Retall:
$29.95

EST WAtCHES
1-jewel men's and ladies' watch strap
assortment-one year warranty.

ONE

Sugg.
Retail
$7.95

Record Vacuum.
Genuine, natural
mohair strands
sweep down the
grooves, lifting the
microdust particles
which . are immediately whirled
out of the machine.
You will actually
be able to hear the
amazing difference.

THE PERFECT WAY
TO VACUUM CLEAN YOUR
331/3-45 & 78 RECORDS

Win AFree ~TU

Model GF-6000

Limited to stock on hand (6 only).

9" Portable Black & Whit~ TV
will be given away during the
Grand Opening

Low noise, high output calendered tape in a clear
screw-type plastic housing. Perfect for generalpurpose recording. Priced "right" for the student
budget.

•

Limit: 2 per customer

AM Pocket Radio • Balanced
tone loudspeaker • Earphone
jack for personal listening •
Battery miser design uses two
low cost "AA" penlight batteries
• Slimline styling w/convenient
carrying strap • Size: 2'h" x
4V." x 1%".

·M

Model RT-1155

Front Loading Stereo Cassette Deck w/
• • ~
APSS and Dolby* • APSS (Automatic Pro"'._"-O ._:· • ·~ ·.
gram Search System) • Front loading casfliiiii":i
sette • Dolby* "B" Noise Reduction SysteY\
~ •
•
• Cr02 tape selector switch • Mic/line
i's~-=:.,. ·- _ -.·.~1 ;...--7'7. ~
input selector •
_ 5iii .a1
• ~~ f ·~·

;1 •llJJ'

Sugg. Retail: $179.95

1111

lntermagnetlcs 60-Mlnute Recording Tapes.

Model BP-160

4V."

*"Dolb"y'' Is.a registered trademark ol
DolbYi laboratories, Inc.

TWO Daus 00111: llOU. 21·22

·

'!

-SHARP .-. · ·· •

A.c.E. PRICE

The TOWER I
Unique floor standing high fidelity speaker
system w/exceptlonal frequency resp0nse
• Double driver bass section (two 8"
woofers) produces exceptional bass response w/very low distortion • Special 3"
wideband tweeter • Newly designed filter
network assures equal energy response •
Sturdily constructed cabinet • Designed
for limited floor space • Size: 31 %" x 11 W'
x 11%"

/Vore/co Rapid Range· 1000
. .. computerized microwave oven for
fast, delicious meals

Tl-58

KOSMOS I: Biorhythm Computer and Calc!ulator. A new scientific instrument developed to

The Advanced Programmable Calculator w/plUQin Solid State Softwa...
Modules • Up. to 480
program steps or up to 60
memories • When integrated with the Master
Library Module, delivers
up to 5000 steps. Sugg.
Retail $124.95.

Tl-551-1

'_imited to stock on hand (3 pair only)

97l

microelectronic
digi~ol watches

Tl's New Tritium LCD WatchEfficient. Reliable. Easy-toRead • Day/night visibility •
Long battery life-up to 18
months under normal use •
Continuous time readout • '
One year warranty • Black
plastic case w/matching integrated strap • Sugg. Retail:
\.. $25.95

help you cope with your own life-energy cycles.
Featuring:
• Traffic light diagnostic
•system-Red light means
a critical day. Yellow light
means a mini critical day.
• Memory System-will re·tain up to two birthdays
and today's date.
• Forward/Reverse· System
-Calculate your bio• rhythm, past, future, day
by day, simply by pushing
the forward or reverse keys
• Compatibility/Similarity
•System . Compatibility/
Similarity button.will compute lifetime compatibility
percentages of any two
•individuals.
11 Free $10.00 book w/each
calculator.

Sennhelser HD-400
The new featherweight of Sennheiser's family
of "open-air" headphones. Comes with a one
year warranty. Technical Data: Frequency range
20 to 18,000 Hz. Sensitivity-88 dB sound pressure level for 1 mW power. lmpedance-600
ohms per channel; can be connected directly
to.low impedance outputs. Weight-less than 3
ounces w/o cable. Cable-10 foot long with
molded stereo phone plug.

30°/o OFF!
Pfanstiehl diamond stylus needles
for all makes of stereos.

Norelco 7000 Microwave Oven w/Plan-A-Meal
• Automatic programmable Touch Control System
• Buil,t..in Automatic Browning System • Tenstage variable power system to: Roast. Bake. Broil.
Stew. Simmer. Keep warm. Defrost automatically.
• 650 watts of cooking power • 3 position removable cooking and serving tray • Deluxe fullcolor illustrated recipe book • Limited warranty
includes: Five years on magnatron tube.

*All merchandise in A.C.E. Department DISCOUNTED 10°/o

J*,imited to stock on hand (9 only)

•

*
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"The love bag"

Education needs a bi~ of the past
·BY BILL KOSSEN

Back at Stout State University
in Menomonie, Wisconsin, on the
night of February 8, Buscaglia

Though Central .has become a
gave his speech.
university. it still remains basically a "teacher's college." Because
"You know w-h at a three-year
of that fact, most any article that
study of education in the United
has anything to do with education
States just found out?" asks Felice
can find its way into this paper. So
Leonardo Buscaglia to the crowd
it is with this article.
at Stout State; he answers himThis article is also about love. self.
Not the kinky whips and chains,
hanging from the chandelier stuff, ·
"It discovered that w~'re do,ing a
but just your basic how to love pretty .good job when it comes to
your student-typ~ love.
reading. writing, arithmetic and
This article is about a tape I stuffing facts in -people's heads.
heard in an education course and But you know what is sadly lackwhat it amounts to is a live lecture ing? We are not teaching people to
by one Felice Buscaglia, a Univer- be human beings. You know,
sity of Southern California profes- among other· things, you learn to
sor. This tape now is fairly dated, be a human being."
'SO you have to put yourseH back in
that time period so it can be better
Buscaglia is famous for his class,
appreciated. _
j simply called "Love,'' which he
Imagine it is February of 1972. i teaches at U.S.C. You could pass
The Los Angeles Lakers are just ' this off as another crazy scheme by
finishing off the best season in the a hot-blooded Italian, but it isn't
N.B.A. that an! tea':11 ·has -ever that way .at all. Felice is trying to
ha~, at o~e pomt going f?r ~o 1 re-create the childhood utopia he
m?nths without .a defeat. _Big D1c:,k i grew up in at the base of the
Nixon ~as startm~ to b~1ild up hIS Swiss-Alps. in a little Italian
re-election campaign. The God- village. When he was young,
father and. A Clock~ork Ora?ge Leonardo felt good every day bewere the big draws at the movies; cause of the warm love that surand it was raining in Seattle.
ro.unded him constantly. He would

What college women
are being pinned
with.
.,

But the significance of this tape
lies not within its eccentricity or
nostalgic value, but in the eccentric changes in education it could
bring about. The chang~s and
qualities Buscaglia demands of the
educational system could become a
reality, as the educators of tomorrow are .exposed to this tape
(many are through introductory
education courses).
Despite the tendency, Felice
Buscaglia is too honest with himself to ever be considered a guru.
He says it best.
"I've always identified with Don
Quixote de la MaJtcha. Nobody
could say when he reached the
end, that he didn't live."
Don Quixote lived at least 100
yea.rs behind his time, believing in
chivalry and knighthood. Buscag. lia must sense that his feelings
about love may already be a thing
of the past, too. But unlike the
'. ' lonesome Quixote, Felice has
found responsive ears. Don -Quixote is a fictional character, Felice
Buscaglia is for real.

THE JOY OF RECESS-Bebeler students show that education ean
be fun.
.
(Photo by Bill Kossen)
like to see that kind of feeling
3) "One who is spontaneous. Be
expressed more often in modern what you think is right. If a prourban America.
fessor .knocks himself out and says
Felice Buscaglia is an educator. something beautiful for a change,
He doesn't like to "profess," but applaud him right in the middle of
likes to teach.
a class."
"Education comes from a ·Latin
4) "Then we have to do someroot which means to guide, not to thing. The Existentialists say 'to
shove down someone's throat!" he be is to do'. Make a leaky, crumbly
exclaims.
ceramic pot if that is you, damAs should be already apparent, mit!"
Felice is pretty upset at the
5) "One who recognizes peoples'
needs. By recognizing what you
American Educational System.
The insensitivity, hypocrisy,' shal- need, too. Little in the physical
lowness of experience and pro- sense, a lot in the emotional
gramming that today's students sense."
and everyone else has to put up
"If you are going to be a lover,
with, deeply disturbs him. He is you must be fearless, put up with
also concerned with the loneliness, prejudices, rejection and pushing
depression and numbness that has asides."
seemed to take over large proporBuscaglia's final statement
tions of our society, spreading like brought down the house an'cl could
.)
the plague. One of his favorite be considered his official motto. ·
BY STAN NOTEBOOM
"The purpose of life is to matter, ·
students in his "pre-love. class"
days committed suicide. That was to count, to stand for .something.
"The first ten minutes blew me
one of his main reasons for start- To make some difference that you
out of the water." "That was
ing his "Love" class. To save lives. lived at all."
"What are we doing? What are
Alright, snap out of it. Bring amazing" - just two comments
we educating ourselves for? The yourself back to 1977. The Lakers from people last weekend at
air-conditioner, the color-TV, the are now trying to stay out of the W.S.U. who had viewed a multisuburban house, the Jaguar? Let Pacific Division cellar, and if it I media presentation called TWENme warn you. Cuddling up to a wasn't for Seattle's grounded So- . TYONEHUNDRED. This InterJaguar on a cold night is a bum- nics, L.A. would be safely en- Varsity sponsored production is
sconsed in last place. Nixon might scheduled to be shown at Central,
mer!"
To be part of Felice's brave new still . be tryi!!_g to build up _a Nov. 20-22.
A group of Central students
world, it helps to have the five re-election campaign. "The Godaffiliated
with Inter-Varsity Chrisqualities he listed that make up a father" niade it on TV and it is still.
tion Fellowship went to W.S.U. to
"loving, human being."
raining in Seattle.
1) "A person who loves himself
These days, the tape definitely preview the 50 minute show beand I'm not' talking about the ego sounds dated. Peace and love have .fore it comes to Central. Colin
trip thing.''
been replaced by job possibilities Keeney, publicity coordinator for
2) "One who frees himself of as a main interest to the student. TWENTYONEHUNDRED, said:
labels and restrictions. and does . It is also becoming well-known "The reactions varied greatly... but ~
not become a slave to words and that the U.S. schools aren't even seemingly all were challenged to ·
time. Make words work for you. teaching students the basic skills consider the problems presented.''
The problems Keeney spoke of
Th~y are dynamite!"
successfully, let alone "love."
are those of alienation between
nations, between individuals and
~i,~w:;:;=~~!~:~:~~'?~:~~;.:!m(:~~r~::·:::•t:::~
most profoundly, between individ- .
' uals and God. This is communicated with an arrary of 14 projectors, a sixty-five foot curved
screen, fifteen hundred color
slides, film clips, lighting effects
Fidelity Union Life will be
and a stereo folk/rock soundtrack.
The music includes songs from the
interviewing on campus Thursday
Qeatles, Cream and Hair, as well
t = December l, 1977. Management .
as contemporary Christian music.
Keeney said that after the
Training .in sales, Sales management
audience is confronted with the
alienation in much of man's ex~nd Reg10.nal management. Excellent
istence, they are creatively presented with a Biblical alternative,
f1~st year mc.ome plus bon~~ plus
Jesus Christ.
The unusual title of TWENTY.:
frmge benefits. Opportun1t1es
ONEHUNDRED was derived
from the initials of Multi-media
f': t~rough~ut- the Northwest.
,
Communications (MMC) which
~ranslated in Roman numerals
Sign up m
or. .
comes out to 2,100.
send resume to Fidelity Union Life
The production will be shown
Sunday, Nov. 20, at 9 p.m. and
·=··
P .0. Box 5628
~·(/. Monday
and Tuesday, Nov. 21 &
Seattle, Wash. 98105
22 at 6:30 and 9 p.m., in the SUB Theatre. 1 A - $1 . onation is sugAtt. Mr. Barrett
gested.
~·~~~·~·)91(:~J:;~;:~~;:~:..-:,~·,~~:~:--~-

2100:
multimedia
show

I.

II
II
As a woman ROTC
student, you'll com. pete for your comm ission on the same footing as the men in your
class.
There are 2-year,
3-year, and 4-year
scholarship programs
available. A young

woman enrolled in the
AFROTC 4-year program is also qualified
to compete for an
AFROTCcollegeschol·
arship which will
cover the remaining 2
or 3 years she has as
a cadet. Tuition i~
covered ... all fees

paid . . . textbook costs
reimbursed ... plus
$100 a month allowance, tc.x·free.
A woman's place is
definitely in the Air
Force and our pinning
ceremony will be the
highlight of her college expetience.

CONTACT: Major Richard Gray, Peterson Hal~
CWU, Ellensburg, WA 98926 (509) 963-2314.

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

GRADUATING SENIORS
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Jesse Winchester ...

Firefall and Jesse Winchester
performed to a near sell out
crowd last tuesday at Nicholson
Pavilion. The first concert·of
the 77-78 term was apparently

a success ...
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Jody Daigneault
Nafe Smith

H_e y kids·! It's Trendy Teen Time
star on the album's cover. HOVI" · these Babys. This, their first (1
assume), album isn't particularly
amusing.
"Fast 'Forward" isn't li ~erriblt earth-shattering nor is it overtly
LP, but then it isn't a particularly . unique. There are, however, several interesting musical aipJ>roagood one eit_~er.
ches taken that inevitably point
that the band may be growing out
of it's Baby stage. Maybe their
next album will be called The ,
Adolescents.
Goo goo, wee-~ah. I wonder if
The Mothers and The Babys will
ever get tollether?
·
J.D.

Then again, if they're worried
about criticism about their contributions to humanness, then why
the lyrics from the title cut:
"Automatic Man,
Moves like a computer,
Automatic Man,
Hero of the ps~chie future"?

vocal qualities are strikingly similar to (now get this) Cat Stevens
gone hard rock. Weird, I know, but
not too bad at all.
I was gonna end this with a
Meat Loaf joke, but that's too
easy.
J.D.

Have fun tryin' to peg this band
album. I didn't. But I did get
off on it.
J.D.
~nd

RANDY PIE
FAST/FORWARD
The album title probably came
from the tape mixer/master whc
was trying to look for a song that
had the spark to set one's musical
interest on fire. Poor guy probably
never got off of the fast forward
button before the tape ran out.
The vocals and instrumentation
(particularly keyboards) are competent enough, but the songs w~re
evidently arranged by someone
who had an ear and an eye on radio
air play.
Randy Pie tries to make up with
productionwork what they lack in
tastefulness. After two of the
tracks a pair of running feet can be
heard. Evidentl_y: that's supposed
to relate somehow to the track

LIBERTY Theatre

mE BABYS
I had heard that The Babys
were punk-rockers, and had also
planned to break my vow to never
review punk-rock music for the
sake of mass audience appeal.
Fortunately for me, it turns out
that the Babys don't play punk AUTOMATIC MAN I A UTOMAanyway. Their music is closer tq TIC MAN
strai~ht. roek'n'roll.
I'm not exactly sure where or
·Ex-Santana drummer Michael
how to categorize a band that (at
Shrieve, along with three other
least on one song) tehashes such top-notch musicians have put toquestionable classics as "I Love gether some ... well, different muHo.Y!: You Love Me." (Wasn't that sic. Hell, I don't know what to call
an old Bobby Vinton song?)
it.
Still, there's lots of potential ill
Some of it's mellow, yet there's
some wild moments to be heard as
well. The album contains a little
bit of everything. Subject matter
for
the lyrics ranges from "Atlan.·:·:·
tis Rising Fanfare" to "Newspapers" ("on the· floor") to "Right
Baek Down" (kind of a tribute to
karmic forces) to "Interstellar
~acking Devices".

Automatic Man uses synthesi·
zers effectively and tastefully, but
the "Please note: No synthesizers
have been used on the guitars"
disclaimer ·confuses me. It seems
as though they're paranoid that
they'll be accused of being too
'automatic'; which isn't the case.
Automatic Man has a tendency
towards mechanization in a very
few passages throughout the di~e.

Be thankful
OFEN 6:45

. 925-45\J3 . •

for the ones

·Ends Tues., Nov. 22
~

sat7:00 & 8:50

you love ...
send flowers.

~
0

PNWISI~

® COLffi BY OelUXE ®
01977 20TH CENTURY-FOx.

'ii'

ltllJ8

<;oming "Cousin Cousine';

ROUGH MIX
MEAT LOAF/BAT OUT OF
HELL
Does the name Ruby Begonia
strike a familiar note? How ~bo\lt
Roger Powell, Kasim Sultan, John
Wilcox and Todd Rundgren (otherwise known as Utopia)? Edgar
Winter, maybe? All these and·
more (with the exception of Ru"y)
appear on "Bat Out Of Hell".
The title cut's lyrics remind me
of a er,oss between BIMdrock's
"D.O.A." and the Sbirelles "Leader ·of The Pack".

"I can see myself tearing up the
road,
Faster than any other boy has
ever g'one,
And my skin is raw but my soul is
ripe,
No one's gonna stop me now,
I gotta make my escape.
But l can't stop thinking of you,
And I never see the sudden cu-rve
until it's way too late...
Then I'm dying at the bottom of a
pit in the blazing sun,
Torn and twisted at the foot of a
burning bike,
And I think somebody somewhere
must be ·tolling a bell,
And the last" thing I see is my
heart,
Still beating,
Breaking out on my body,
A.nd flying away,
Like a bat out of hell ...

Starts Wed. Nov. 23
You Light .Up My Life
The VIL LAGE

PETE TOWNSHEND AND
RONNIE LANE

Dlll

·l\

'0

Ellensburg
Floral
307 N. Pearl
924'-4149

Hey, this is a really fine album!
Meat Loaf is gonna be going
places. I think they're ju§t kidding
a-bout their song (which features
Edgar Winter on some killer sax
licks) called "All Revved Up With
No Place To Go."
The liner notes point out that all
lead vocals are done by Meat Loaf,
although with all the guest artists,
it's difficult to discern who Meat
Loaf actually is. Most of the lead
vocals are done by .a fella whose

Clulified: FOll 8ALE ',
Two 14" studded snow tires. ;

Good condition, $40; phone: ·968·
32.

Then we come to the matter of
Ronnie Lane. If• you hate everything Rod Stewart has ever been
involved in, you probably already
hate Lane's guts. Those of you who
are a little more ~f?~Ving, however, should fin_..P_ old Ronnie a
pretty likeable guy. He writes
what can only be described as
English C and W. "Annie" is the
best because of the background
accordion and the line, "God bless
us all, Annie, wherever we are."
Right onr
Great album. Buy it today at a
supermarket near you. Then you
can have as much fun as I have
staring at the cover.
Well, that was fun but I've got
to earn a living here. No more
dawdling around. Townshend, of
course, is a songwriter par excellence. This has been established.
No point in debating the fact. He
more than J>Oints it out on this
album with songs like "Keep Me
Turning" and "Heart to Hang On
To." The stuff on this album is
even better than "Pinball Wizard,"
a rock and roll standard by
anyone's definition. Pete gets a
chance to mellow out here; he
doesn't have to make up songs that
Roger Daltrey can cause heart
attacks with on stage. He also
sings like a bird! (Not David
Crosby, fool). "Street in The City"
is my favorite because -in it Pete
exclaims that he wishes a window
cleaner would fall from his scaffold
so Pete would have something to
write a rock opera about and be
famous aga!_n. Sensitive.
Take -Pete Townshend~ head
wlio in Whoville and stick him
with Ronnie Lane, the Face bas~
and wliat do you ·have? ·Th-e two
g\i.ys who made this album, chump!
That's what! And not only that,
ytiu have old Eric i.Call Me
Unobtrusive" Clapton playing his
' little heart away all over the place
and all kinds of other things, all
happening at once! This album's so.
exciting I think I'll forget about
writing this review for awhile and
listen to it. I'll be back in a few
minutes... Ahh, what an ablum ...
·great guitar break... tasty vocal
exchange there ...I wish you could
all hear this right now...
N;. s.
Albums for this week's' review
were provided eourtesy·of Czardu
and Stereocraft.
·
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Texture·
BY ANN SCHWIETERT

Richard Fairbanks did his first
owl effigy vessel in 1962. He
thought it was an original idea
until two years later when he was
~ooking through a book and found
it had been done in Germany in the
15th or 16th century. He has three
such vessels in his current show.
., Several pod stalk vessels are
also displayed. These are repetitious forms which he has done over
the years. Two pieces which are

•

IS

very important

Young in .concert
and "Ridgetop~' to his credit.
BY ANNIE SUFFRON .
Singing backul> for Young will
Jesse Colin Young and his band be (wife) Suzi Young. The band
be back in Seattle again at the consists of Scott Lawrence, Key:"'aramount Northwest with one of boards; Jim Rothermel, horns;
this year's talented ladies of song, Jeff Myer, drums; and David
Karla Bonoff. Performances will Hayes, bass.
& on Friday and Saturday nights,
Tickets for these Northwest ReNovember 25 and 26 at 8 p.m.
leasing concerts are on s~le at the
Young consistantly puts on a
Bon Marche ticket office and the
F)>Od show with a mix of rhythm
following suburban outlets: Shor.eand blues, country ballads and jazz line Music, J;Judget Tapes and
arrangements. He's an outstandRecords in Burien, Campus Music
ing soloist, both yocally and on . in the U District, Bell Book and
gpitar and really kicks out the
Candle in Bellevue, Penny. Lane at
soul. He's had plenty of hits like
Cro·ssroads and Bay Records in
"Get Together," "Light Shine,"
Bremerton;

ballet

BY ANNIE SUFFRON

frave/ed artist at Central
Colleen Campbell is currently
orking on . her M.A. in art at
WU. She is also currently exhibiting three pieces of art in the
Glenbow Museum and Art Gallery
i Calgary, Alberta.
Her areas of specialization in art
are Drawing and Printmaking.
She has taught college on and off
rj', Mount Royal College in Calgary,
Alberta since 1970.
During
one year sabbatical
from Mount Royal she spent a year
b Southeast Asia and New Zeafand studying art.
· Colleen also worked for the
_governmeni
Canad~ fo~~~ year
signing architecture. Her original degree in Interior Design from
the University of Manitoba in
Wmnip~g enabled her to do this!
project she worked on was a
five-tower government office
building.
She pointed out several differences between the attitudes toward
art in the United States and

a

of

?he

These relationships have to be
looked for; they don't always just
reveal themselves.
The physical manipulation of ·
tools is al~9 importan! in Ri.chard_'s
work. He ·used , a glaze-filled syringe for decorating some of his
pieces. He also used wax resist to
give the effect of thick brush
strokes on a plate.
- Richard has attempted to set a
mood with his pieces which will
interest the observer and cause
them to study the pieces.

The Nutcracker Ballet will be
performed again this year in
Seattle to usher in the Christmas season. ,The Royal Winnipeg
Ballet will perform Tchaikovsky's
famous work in the Opera House
on Monday and Tuesday, November 28 and 29. Performances are
scheduled for 8 p.m. both evenings and a matinee is set for 3 p.m.
on Tuesday.
The Winnipeg company is North
America's oldest ballet company.
The troupe is "well disciplined and
versatile ... a ballet company note-·
able for youth, boldness and . e_xuberance." according to Time ma·
gazine.
.
· The ballet productfon of Nut·
cracker is a new version of_the or-

Christ.,,,,as

*ill

BY f\NN SCHWIETERT

One of his ong~ing images is the
sun. He bas done several $U~~face
wall tiles, a Finnish pagan sun
wheel plaque and several candlesticks on which sun images are
appliqued.
Richard says color isn~t of supreme importance in pottery,
though he feels that texture is
very important.
Several form relationships can
be seen in Richard's work. He used
the grooves on the top of a bottle
as a basis for a casserole .dish.

displayed together are remarkably · were also included.
silnilar, although one was done in
Among the wildflowers done
1972 and the other was done five are Anemones, Daphnes, Lupines
years later.
and Sunflowers. Each plaque was
Some of his most memorable fired three times after being cut
pieces are the six stoneware · apart. The technique used was
plaques each showing a different applique.
local wildflower. These were done
Richard has also done several
for. six interior abutments of the candlesticks. He first started doFlorence McDonald Resource Cen- ing them while he was studying
ter at Ellensburg High School. abroad in Helsinki, Finland . .Each
Since two of Florence McDonald's December 6th the Finns celebrate
daughters are named Heather and Independence Day by putting one
Laurel these local wildflowers candle in each window.

I

iginal classic. The old Christmas
story is turned into a birthday
party instead of a yuletide celebration. Instead of Christmas
presents, Maria is given a pair of
'pointe' shoes for her 12th birthday and finds she can dance like a
ballerina and finally takes part in a
real ballet performance.
Boilnie Wyckoff and David Mor·
oni will play Maria and Drosselmeier on Monday and Tuesday
evening. Marina Eglevsky and
Eric Horenstein will dance the
leading roles at the matinee on .
Tuesday afternoon.
Tickets for the Nutcracker, a
major hit of Seattle's dance season
last year, are on sale at the Bon
Marche an~ subu!ban outlets. /

'...... HAWAll··cHARtEk····f
) 978 Spring Vacation March 19-26~

Canada. In Canada the ·govern- History and Drawing. He puts a
ment gives individual and group special emphasis on the History of
Airline-Western
Hotel-Reef ·
grants to artists, although there is Canadian Art in his classes. Jim
Costs-Air only-$245 plus $8 15 t.a xes
more censorship practiced. Canada provides comments on social attialso has a Council for Aris and tudes in his pieces. Subjects he has
Standard Twin-$359 p'lus $8 75 taxes
Sciences. There is also. public dealt with include mercury poisonagency support for artists, while fn ing and the exploitation of nonreSuperio~ Twin-$379 plus $8 75 taxes
the United States there is less newable resources such as ethnic
Deluxe Twln-$399 plus $8 75 taxes
funding for artists except for groups.
special projects. During the BicenJim will be leaving next yPar for
Triple, etc. on
teQnial year however there were Brisbane, Austraji§ and he is ; Single
gi:ants given to artists to portray getting involved in a teacher-exPer person cost
·
the spirit of America in different change program, where he will be
· trading houses and jobs with an ~Space: Limited space, make early
medias.
Jim Brodie, a former CWU Australian Art Professer · for a
·
reservations
student, is also exhibiting in the year.
Calgary Show. He specialized in
Res.ervation deadline-January 2, 1978 ;
mixed media (drawing and silk
screening combinations) and print~ Contact- J. Wesley
(962-2327)
making. He currently has five
20 Skyline Dr ..Ellensburg, Wa.
:
pieces in the show. He is presently
•
-(Connie) Strasser Travel Service
:teaching at the Alberta College of
:
116
Vine,
Seattle
·98121.
1-800-542-7851
:
Art and teaches Printmaking, Art
~··~·

suppl~ment,

·
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Dine in Ellensburgj's

•

by Plain & Fancy .
lnce·n se &
Head Gear

!Records, tapes,
water.beds &
furniture
Hours: 11-~ M·F

Sat. 12 - 6
pen Sul'.'lday 11·5
510 North Ruby
925-3900

for two weeks
Tues.-Sun.

Thursday-Ladies
Night. 7-10 p.m.

..

finest . restaurant,
the Iron Horse

•

(4""

Happy Hour~--...
Mon.-Fri. 5-7 &

Sunday 8-11
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Arts & Entertainment

Tubes -A concert to remember
BY PAUL WAGNER

Superb choreography, some excellent musicians, a lot of hard
work and some absolutely terrible
material graced the stage of the
Paramount on Friday, October 28,
as The Tubes came to Seattle.
The twelve-piece band was as
tight a group as you'll ever see;
and the theatrical showmanship
o~en threw the expectant crowd

into a frenzy. The near-sellout
crowd soon grew tired of the
boring repetition and more and
more it resembled a Roman festival, with chorus after chorus of
Boos filling the theatre.
Ah, but there were bright spots.
Mingo Lewis, a much requested
session man, was on hand to do an
impeccable job on percussion. Two
keyboard players; Vince Welnick
and Micheal Cotton, seemed al'ways in control; and both orovided

We've got hot food
and sandwiches
to warm your
winter chills.
Come give your
tastebuds
a treat/

very capable solid performances.
Also, a lot of work was evident
from most all of the other members.
But still there lacked that special something that would make
the show a success. Since there is
very little satire and complex
choreography in modern day rock,
you can almost feel sorry for them.
It's a refreshing new idea, and it
could work if given the proper
execution.
A number entitled 'Mondo Bondage'' for example, had a man and
woman ~hipping each other. It all
seemed ~o be v'P_ry sensationalistic.
While I'd never seen it before, the
act somehow came off as being
very unoriginal.
Oft times ·The Tubes bordered
on the brink of success in a scene,
but ultimately faltered from boredom in what they themselves were
doing. The audience also began to
catch onto that same idea...
Not so with tbe Dave Bromberg. Commander Cody Band Con-

cert, again at Paramount Northwest on Nov. 4. The entire show
was blessed with a laid-back,
funky-fun feeling which seemed to
just ooze out of each artist's music.
Dave Bromberg set the stage
for the night with his first number,
an upbeat, crazy country tune,
though farther along into. his set
he pulled some fairly heavy · rockers out of his hat; but for most of
the evening Bromberg's style said
it seemed, "Let's have a good time
and leave it at that."
Much of the audience was on its
feet ·tor the entire concert; and at
the end of the Bromberg Band's
segment, the crowd had little
trouble in getting a second encor~
For this the band slid into a vamp
number, 'Jµst don't make a fool
out of me' which enabled Brom·
berg to display his exquisite
imagjnation, spieling line after line
'of improvised ending phrasessending the crowd into euphoria. I
·began to wonder if Commander

But .after an overly long wait
(which is synonomous with Paramount), The Commander Cod1
Band burst onto the stage.
They started up-tempo, and
stayed up-tempo with only one or
two exceptions through to the end
of the concert. Because of this, the
show seemed to drag on, with
many of the almost full theatre
leaving early.
Not that Cody wasn't up to par;
he was totally energized, dancing
around the stage, pounding out
endmg chords with flying handstands on the piano-truly giving
his all to his performance. But alas,
all the songs began to sound the
same and much of the crowd grew
weary.
However, it was the breed of
concert that you walk out of with a
smile on your face, and a feeling of
satisfaction that TWO bands
worked · hard to please you that
night. Then you sigh that it's
finally over...

* * * *.* * * * * * * * * * * * * ..I.
Due to widespread dissatisfaction concerning the recent Don
(Hari) Kirshner rock awards, we
(the Arts and Entertainment staff)
would like to find out from the
students here at Central who they
think the best music and musicians
are. Please turn your completed
ballot into the Crier office (Sub
218). The results will be published
in the last Crier issue of the
quarter.

e. BEAVY METAL........................ t. LATIN•••••••,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
f.

JAZZ..........................................

a. DISCO........................................

d. ACID ROCK•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••

1) FAVORITE ALBUM.

i. COUNTRY-WESTERN.............
.
k. COUNTRY-ROCK ....................

n.

SWING

.................................... .

o. CLASSICAL............................ .

BARNEY'S
Try a Supermother for ~ delicious taste
Charbroiled, ~ p_ound, with
,.
cheese and ham or bacon.

difference.

For another tasty change of pace,
try our freshly battered fish.

2) FAVORITE GROUP......... ~ ......

:::7~~;;;~~I

IST..............................................

5) FAVORITE SONGWRITER.... )

p. CHRISTIAN............................ . 6) FAVORITE NEW_GROUJ:'........

q. SOUL..........

Bring a friend to

ROCK........................~

v.. BOCA.AND ROLL ....... uau.uu...
w. 0'111ER.................................

h. FOLK.............................~ •••••••••••

b. 50'1 ROCK AND ROLL............. .

c. HARD ROCK.............................

u. LATIN

I• JAZZ-ROCK.............................

Please circle your favorite music I. PUNK-ROCK .............................
styles and fill in the appropriate
blanks.
m. BLUES .....................................

10th I Alder

Cody was . going to be a letaown.

r.

!.............................

7) LEAST FAVORITE GROUP... ..

REGGAE.................................... 8) FAVORITE BIT SONG...... ~......

MIDDLE-OF·TBE·ROAD
ROCK............................................

1.

9) FAVORITE AREA OF MUSI

Dan's Photo Plus
SMS-540 IJtLUXE
STEREO MUSIC SYSTEM

with

CASSETTE

. RECORDER/PLAYER

Your

SUPERSCOPE®
m--...---....tz®
BY

headquarters.

FEATURES:
• 8-Track Recorder/Player
• Automatic and Manual Program
Selection
• Program and Record Indicator
Lights
• ·Fully Automatic Record
•Two 3-Way Extended-Range
Speaker Systems
Level
• Walnut-Grained Vinyl Veneer
• Microphone Input Jacks
• Fast-Forward Button
Cabinetry
•AM/FM Stereo Radio
•Smoke Hinged, Removable
• Illuminated Signal Strength
Plastic Dust Cover
Tuning Meter and Dial Scale
•Three-Gang Tuning, FET-FM Tuner
entire Music System after last
• Stereo Indicator Light
record has played
•Full-Sized BSA Automatic Record
Suggested Retail Price $349.95
Changer
·
Dan'1 Price $310.95
• Cue and Anti-Skate Controls
• Diamond Stylus C-103A A·
.
• Volume and Tone Controls
PORTABLE CASSETTE
•cue and Review
RECORDER
•PA/Play Mixing
• Microphone and Auxiliary
FEATURES:
Inputs
• Remote Stop/Start Jack
• External Speaker Jack
• Batteries Included
., Personal Earphone

c. ·,·o·c· ....................... ·-· ••.••••••••

Barney's
Across from McConnell Audit'orium
~

Retail Price S89.95
Dan'1 l'riee $76.95

.D~n's

ehoto Plus
925-4606
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•
Soccer wins

""Best game of season''
• BY GREG, KULCZYK

line of John Klimek, Dave M0e,
Brad Bull, Bobby Storino, Tom ·
Out-shooting their opponent Crawley and Goalie Ron Button
.t 17-9, CWU's soccer club bianked
played as a single unit. They held
the Eagles of Eastern 1-0, Satur- Eaiitern, to nine shots on goal, five
day at Cheney. By winning, the in the first half.
Cats advance to the league playGoalie Button received special
• offs next Saturday and Sunday.
attention from Crawley. "He
Plaver-Coach Tom Crawley played a great· game," the coach
cit~d i~e play of the entire squad said. ''Ron stopped a lot of hard
as ''their best game of the season." shots. He was the main reason for
• Tiie game's only score came ten the shutout."
minutes into the first half as
Central almost scored twice
Charlie Hingston beat the Eastern more after the lone goal. Both near
goalie to the upper right hand- misses were by Tim ·crawley on
't corner of the net. Hingston drove
breakaways. The first time Crawin from the right side, took a ley faked-out the goalie, but his
perfect pass from Tim Crawley shot hit the goal post. The other
, and booted a 'frozen rope' just past chance was wide by three inches.
the goalie's outstretched arms.
Whitman College in Walla Walla
"They were good opponents," will be the site of the league
said Crawley of the Eagles. "One playoffs. The top two teams in the
._;of the better teams we've played." tournament will be seeded into the
Central's team just played regionals.
'
better, both with and without the
The rotten thing is that even if
ball. The Cats record advanced to Central wins the playoffs, . the
/), 4-1-2.
team will not be allowed to
"The whole team displayed compete further. Reason being
great passing," said Crawley, "and that CWU does not have NAIA
· the defense played very good."
sanction, which .costs about "$250,"
y
Defensively, the Wildcat back according to. Coach Crawley.
.

Hockey stars
Denver bound
BY DICKIE WETBERHOLT

Patti Blanford and Becky Turner, two CWU Varsity Hockey
players, were selected· to repre. sent Central and the State of
4lWashington, at the National Field
Hockey Tournament in Denver,
Colorado over Thanksgiving weekend.
t The selection was made Sunday,
Nov. 13 at the Pacific Northwest
Section Tournament held in Ellensburg. Five teams representing
\he best players in Oregon and
Washington met to play before
five scouts this weekend. They
will compete at the National
tournament Nov. 23-27, against
other section teams from tbfoughout the U.S. Two teams Will go to
the Nationals to play to deter~
1rune the strongest team nation·
ally.
Although Patti Blanford was
cjlamed to the PNW Team II and
, Becky Turner on PNW Team Ill,
they are able to attend Nationals
due to a move-up in team ranking,
J>ecause of cancellations. Therefore, Patti Blanford will play on
PNW Team I and Becky Turner on
Team II.
Patti Blanford, senior from Chehalis, was named to the PNW

Team II as a defensive back. "She
played extremely well in all four
matches. Much of her success is
due to her ability to anticipate,"
stated Coach Putnam. S.he is very
fast but a quietly efficient player
according to the Coach.
Senior Becky Turner of Thorpe,
is a four year player and captain of
this year's team. She was selected
to the PNW Team III in a combination attack-defense position.
"Her versatility allows her to
move to various positions without
affecting her play," said Coach
Putnam.

Catholic Campus 'Ministry

GO CAT GO!! Wildcat Ken Price hustles around end for big yardage in recent footb811
action •.Cats take on Simon Fraser at home Saturday in last game of season•

Cats nipped

1011 N. Alder
Sat. 5 p._m.
Sun. 9 a.m. & 11 a.m.
7 p.m. (at St. Andrews)

by Wolves

from the defensive crowd and stalled another drive.
But the Cats held and Oregon
µmbled in with 3: 13 left in the
was forced to puJ;lt again. UnforA field goal away from possible quarter.
victory, the Wildcats ended their
Burt continued his outstanding , tunately, the same was true for
-league season on a · losing note, performance during Central's next the Cats and they gave the ball
falling victim to Oregon College possession of the pigskin. Again he back to the Wolves who scored on
31-28 Saturday in Monmouth, Ore- left behind a group of empty- a field goal with 12 seconds left. ·
The Cats weren't through yet,
gon.
handed, wide-eyed, defensive playThe Wolves finished the season ers, scoring. on a 46 yard cross though. Burt ran the kickoff out of
undefeated in league play and lost country gallop to put the psyched- bounds at Central's 35. The last
only two non-conference games all up Cats within range of the play of the game was the old
year.
nationally ranked Wolves.
quarterback-hand-off-to-end-who- ·
At halftime, it looked as though
Central's Dave Peer tied the passes-to-qUd.rterback-pfay, and it
the Wolves had stalked to another game with a heads-up defensive worked!
•
.
victory. Don Burt had scored on a play t~at caught Oregon - flat- • But only for 11 yards.
At the final gun. the Cats
six yard scramble in the first footed. l'~er intercepted a pitchout
quarter to get all of Central's first on an option play and ran un- walked .off the field losers, but
half points. Oregon's quarterback, · touched the fifteen yards to give their heads were held high know~
Doug Lulay, scored two of the · the Cats a tie after Martin booted ing they gave 110 percent in al.
Wolves three touchdowns on runs the . PAT with 13:42 left in the most ambushii:ig the Wolves.
Their final game of the year is a
of 24 and 12 yards to open a 21-7 game.
,
advantage at the intermission.
The two squads traded punts home contest against Fraser UniBut the Wildcats fought back in before Central had the opportun- versity this _Saturday. Game tim<;
the third quarter. Burt scored on a ity to take the lead and possibly is 1 p.m.
32 yard romp to close the gap to bring home the upset of the year.
seven. BUrt was hit once and But Oregon intercepted Martin Central
7 0 7 i4-28
appeared stoppe~ but broke loose_· (who passed 7-14 for 73 yards) and Oregon College 7 14 0 10--:-31 .
BY JACK COREY

ro;;:;;;:·o;:;:A;:;y:;F~;h1
We ~ope So .

Mass Schedule
Center for Campus Ministry

'

Because Otherwise Your
Faith Is Probably Dead.

•

Doubt is the way we c:ire led to ask better questions.
Cynicism, apathy & hopelessness are spiritual problems.
Spiritual growth goes with mental & emotional growth.

God is not offended by our doubts
But by our refusal to be Jluman and Alive.
.

FAITH DEVELOPMENT

NEW .

Marine Officer Program
**Guaranteed Aviation
**Free Flying Lessons
**No
Tr~
**No Obligation (l>rOp-out option)
**$1,000 pay for six week leadership
**$100 a Month While ID Coll•e
**$941-1,511 Starting Salary

a.o.r.c.

ck SS
.

on campus
Octoher l&.18 from 9 a.m. to 2
a~ the SUB. Find out if you

p.m.,

qualify. It will be worth you time!
Fiarther Questions, Call:

(206) 442-7710, collect.

'

means being-

Alive, Human, Honest, Open to Loving .
Discover what it means to be-accepted "just as you are"
and asked to be yourself by a truly loving God
Workshops for faculty, counselors and student leaders

Tues., Nov. 29

7 p.m.

FREE

Leaders: Sarita McCaw & -Don Caughey,
Center for Campus Ministry
11th- & Alder

(For information call 925-3196) ·
(Workshop for faculty 3 p.m. Nov. 30)
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Sports
A/P win.s co-ed crown

-Co.t s f-ifth

Suhm to Nationals

Intramural playoffs
BY GREG KULCZYK

zone, the play covering 25 yards.
In the men's playoff action, the
Headjobbers beat Convoy Boys
As the winter weather becomes 22-20 in a game-not a~ close as the
brisker, so the quality of play im- score indicates. Terry Bottiger
proves in leaps and touchdowns. caught three TD passes, two from
This is the case in Intramural QB Gary Pape, the yardage being
Football as once again it's play-off 40 and 20. Bottinger's other TD
time. Since these intramural
came on a halfback pass from Pat
teams are the only ones on campus Strong fo:r: 45 yards. Mitch Ringe
to make it to any post season and Rick Shots each scored a 2activity, they should be given just point PAT. Jim Bulman interceprecognition.
.
ted a pass for the 'jobbers;
Championship of the co-ed leaConvoy Boys- scored with less
gue was contested between Alli- than ten seconds· left to draw
ance-Pizza Place and Refer Mad- within two but the PAT failed.
11ess. A/P Place crushed Refer
In the other playoff game played
Madness 34-12 as Rich Dietz last Wednesday, the Do-Wrong
tossed three touchdown passes. Boys from Quigley continued their
Chris Olsen, (40 yards), Tanya 5-game string of shut-outs, this
Ferrell, (3 yards) and Carl Whit- · time rolling all over Bong Ten 20-0.
field, (35 yards), ·were on the reThe first half went scoreless as
eeiving end of the Dietz passes. both teams played conservative
Dietz also returned an intercep- football, willing to punt on short
tion 20 yards for a score. A/P yardage situations. Quarterback
Places' other TD came on a half- Brad Knowles began putting the
back pass. Dietz pitched to Olsen . ball upstairs and having it land
who threw to Whitfield in the end consis~e.n_~_ly in the hands of Dave

• EVERGREEN ·coNFERENCE STANDINGS
(FOOTBALL)
Conference Season
·
W L
W L
Oregon College
6 0
7 2
Western Washington 5 1
6 3
Central Washington 3 3
3 5
Eastern Washington 3 3
5 3
Southern Oregon
2 4
3 6
Oregon Tech . .
1 5
2 7
Eastern Oregon
1 5
2 7

1

•

BY TONY LEITCH

Goodman, Mel Johnson and Tony
Leitch for long yardage gains. Two .
of Leitch' s seven receptions went ·
for TDs. Ron Peart had the other :
touchdown catch.
;
Defensively, Len Collins and ·
Darrell Yates constantly sacked ·
the quarterback for losses. Bong
Ten crossed mid-field only twice
and had but three first downs. ·
Jackson Corey intercepted. a Cor- '
by Bohart pas~ and returned it for .
20 yards to set up the Boys' second
touchdown.
As a sidelight, the Boys have
scored 186 points in nine games
while giving up 86. Twenty of
those scored against the Boys was ''
by the tough Davies team.
"

with 179.
Suhm's winning run won him a
Toby Suhm raced to the indivi- spot in the NAIA Nationals in }Cedual championship Saturday in the nosha, Wisconsin next week.
NAIA District 1 cross country·
Freshman Tom Hamel finished
championships, but Central could 13th showing a tremendous effort
only manage a fifth place team bouncing back after injuries ear!finish.
lier in the year. . John Freebur '
Suhm apparently likes the Fort came in 24th for the Cats.
Steilacoom Park course as he has · The race was run at an incredset course records in his last two ible pace. Suhm covered the fir!2t:
visits. ~o weeks ago, in the Paci- mile in 4:34 and was clocked. in
fic Lutheran Invitational, he set a · 9:34 for the second mile, though he
-new course record of 25:39 .. Satur- was running third.·
day, Suhm bested hiS own mark by
Rick Becker of Eastern came ·.,
·covering the course in 25:22.6, an
second trailing ·Suhm by only four
!improvement of nearly 17 seconds.
'seconds. Former Central runner,
Eastern took the team title with Bruce Manclark, a senior at Wes:35 points followed by Western
with 47, Simon Fraser had 82, tern, finished third.
Whitworth 100, the Wildcats fiEastern coach Jerry Martin was
ni!ilied fifth with 114, Pacific Lu- named district cross countrx ooach
i.h~ran 151 and Whitman finished of the year at the meet. ·

Volleyballers Successful.
BY DICKIE WETHERHOLT

CWU women's volleyball B team
traveled to the University of
Idaho, Nov. 11and12. Tkey won
all four games in Moscow. They defeated Northwest Nazarene 15-10,
15-12: University of Idaho 15-11.
15-1].; University of Idaho B team
i.5-6, 15-7; College of Idaho 15-10,
15-7. "I took the girls. that normally don't travel and they played
well," remarked Coach Crouch.
·"Lynn Simpson had some good

.

hits."
· Central will com~te in the
eight-team Northwest Collegiate
Women's Sport's Association Regional Volleyball Tournament at
Willamette University in Salem,
Oregon, Nov. 18-19.
The Regional Volleyball Tournament will start Friday, against
Lewis and Clark College at 1 p.m.;
Lynnfield at 4 p.m. and Eastern
Montana at 8 p.m. The top two
teams from our pool will go to the
finals.

The two-day event will determine the region's entry to the
National Tourney at North Centra
College in . Naperville, Illinois.
The Wildcats, with a 20-12
record, lost in the championshit
match to Washington State University 13-15, 15-10, 15-13, in a
· game that Coach Mike Crouch
termed, "Central's best of th
season."
The regional competition will be
the best three of five games. "We
play better in that situation,"
doted Crouch .

ASC
Winter Quarter Election
Become a part of your community

GET INVOLVED
Position Openings:
Judicial Council
Positions 4 & 5

Board -o f Control
Positions 4 & 5

(This council sits as a court to internally
deal with student's legal problems and
challenges.)

(The BOC i$ the recognized
administrative bo_d y for the
Associated Students of Central.)

FiUng. opens: · Monday, ·Nov. 2 1
Filing . Closes: Friday, Dec. 9
Campaigning begins as soon as a candidate files.
File and receive information ·at the
ASC Information Booth, SUB, or call 963-1691

'
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Sports
Up close and personal

An evening \Nith
BY TONY LEITCH

The dream of a lifetime! Every
all-American boy who loves apple
pie and hot dogs loves sports,
right? All my life I had dreamed of
the big time, the big leagues. Well
as a new member of the Crier
sports staff, I could see a golden
opportunity looking me square in
the eyes. Since I was now a
member of a big-time University
newspaper, perhaps I could use
my newly acquired influence to
make my lifetime dream come
true.
I approached Jack Corey, s~orts
editor~ with my brainstorm. Why
don't we attend a professional
sports contest by obtaining press
passes? Being an all-American boy
himself, he readily agreed to look
into the possibilities.
After gaining an O.K. from the
department and obtaining a state
car for our transportation, we then
contacted the Seattle Supersonics
Public Relations Department with
our idea of doing a feature story on
the Sonics for Central Washington
University. They quickly agreed
to the idea of getting a little publicity for the team. (The Sonics
record stood at 0 and 5 when we
contacted them.) The date of
November fourth was agreed upon
as the game we would, attend. The
opponents: the New York Knicks.
So now we were big time. This is
where every sports reporter
wants to end up. At the top. We
were now a member of that elite
group.
Trying to take advantage of our
new-found prominence, we attempted to find the press parking
lot. We were directed to the lot
which was located a mere 20 yards
from the Coliseum. This truly was
heaven. Little did we know how
soon we would be brought back to
earth.
We approached the ~outh entrance where we were told our
press passes would be waiting.
There we were confronted by the
doorman, Martin.
I could feel an aura of bad things
to come when Martin informed us
that he didn't have the slightest
idea what we were talking about.
The regular doorman was·late and
he didn't know when (or if) he
would be back. Martin had worked
at the Coliseum for thirty years,
but as custodian, not as doorman.
Just our luck.
All he could tell us was to keep
checking back to see if the regular
man had returned.
With our enthusiasm dampened
a little we returned to our car only
to be confronted by a security cop.
After pleading our case he quickly
dismissed us outside the Center
ga~es. ()ur _!>alfoon was losing its·
air mighty fast.
Luckily, we did find a really
close parking place near the Center, but that wasn't too extraordinary, since it was only about 5:30.
We returned to the South en-

trance and "to our surprise found
the regular doorman had returned.
We picked up our press passes and
entered the Coliseum.
So we were finally here! But
now what do we do and where
were we to go? I recalled from my
youth where the locker rooms
were. I could remember waiting
for autographs outside them as a
kid. ·
We walked down a long empty
corridor to the Knicks' locker
room. We came to a few bare doors
and randomly picked one. We ga.thered up our courage and walked
in to be confronted by a men's
restroom. Everything was going
right according to schedule.
We got lucky on our second
guess and finally entered the
locker room of the Knick's. Fourteen pairs of eyes turned to look at
us as we came in. Willis Reed,
Knicks' coach, looked threateningly at us so Jack told him we were
"just checking things out". I guess
that's why Jack is the Editor. I
just kept looking at my watch like
I had an important appointment to
meet. Since most of the players
were busy getting ready for the
game and the fact that Jack and I
both had brainlock we decided to
make a retreat.
·
Our next try was the Seattle
locker room. We found that with
no problem. After 'checking things
out' there we decided we hae better prepare ourselves for gametime. We went up to the pressbox
and tried to figure out where Jack
was supposed to sit since my assignment was to go to courtside
and get some photos.
We were standing there trying
to figure out where Jack should sit
when Bob Blackburn, Sonic radio
announcer, asked us what we
needed. I quickly looked at my
watch and let Jack do the a.nswering. He was given a seat and entered the pressbox to get ready for
the game. I walked down to courtside and found a seat on the floor
under one of the baskets.
So the game started and it was
actually a little anti-climatic. We
were treate4 to a super game. A
game that was undecided until the
final seconds. The Sonics lost the
game but played extremely well.
Coach Bob Hopkins didn't totally think so, though, as we heard
his comments in the press conference following the game. We also
returned to the two teams' respective locker rooms after the
game. Both locker rooms had a
much more relaxed atmosphere
and some of the players were a
pleasure to converse with.
The highlight of the night happened as we left the Knick's
locker room and a young fan came
up and asked me for my autograph. I looked at the youngster .
fondly and explained that I wasn't
a player. I looked in the boy's eyes
and could almost see a reflection of
myself. It made me wonder what
lifetime dreams this boy had. I felt

Putting th.is "face
· inyourfuture.
\'our Fidelity Union Field Asso·
ciate can help plan your financial
future with College Master. Col·
lege Master is the nation's leader·
in life insurance for ~e
seniors. Let him . tell you

ef?• ·
*hy. · ·-~

Rk:k Sasaki
_
9 6 2 9 29 2

Call the Fidelity Union College
Master Field Associate in your
area:

(DJlegcMastcr
b
J n The Plaza

th~ Sonics·

SONICS vs KNICKS. The Sonics drop a thriller to the Knick& in recent aetion and
show promise of good aetion to come.
·like telling him to dream on because someday the opportunity
will come when those dre~ms will
come true.
All in all, a very satisfying
evening. Thank you Sonics.

'The Line'·

;woiehle~~'ll
2 pr. Lqdies' "Caprice~·
Reg $ 125 · . SALE
8 pr. "Racers"
Reg. $60
SALE
:3 pr. "Pacers"
SALE
Reg. $85
3 pr. "Mustang"
Reg. $130
SALE

1::

••

.

Ellensburg
'~'1"!11'~....-.--~~~~~---...-

$95
$45
$65

$95

9~5-22Q3

---l!!i!!iiJm==:=eaEE!ii&iEii -------

Wildcat-of the Week

Wed. - Sat. upstairs
$1 %s Pitchers from 8: 00

9:3

Wed. Night, - Steak Night
,Live Dinner Music
Thurs. Ladies Nights
Jay Zam::ow
s_oc schooners of domestic wine
Central vs OIT· :
Free c"ver .for ladies
Be's entitled to two free
Nov .. 21 - Rimfire i$1u Pitche~a 1
·dinners and a free pas1 to the
· 1danee Door.
All nillht Do<ir Pri::es
Tak.,e at},?JntJJge of Goo ~ sa~wich bar - build your oiDn - $2-~ ~

1
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*************************************************

COMIX
( ************************************************~

(SIGH )THOSE KJOS JUST

. DON'T lNOERSTANDIHAT
WE ARE JUST ONE LINK

1N A COMPLEX CHAIN./

\
Jolin,
Jay
Riek
Ken
Christy

117469
116746
116672
118900
117425

Dan
BW

116649

Steve
Denise
Chris

117457
116738
116724
116668
116626

Jeff
Jeff
Nellie
Dickie
Mike

118841
118833
116688
116747
118759

Brian

JUdy .

Shelly
George
Kathy

117478
117486
116639
117492

Ron
Michael
Dennis .
Kathy

Joe
Marty
David
Bryce

Pam
Sandy

118861
118885
118881
118752
118943
118967
118945
118990
117l25
118987

~ -~

TheGoldenBeerof Danish KirJgs.

.. ---.••••••••••••••••• -.·.·.-.-.· --.. ·.-:..•..,...,J'...._.__ • • • •••• -.-~-.-.-.-.·.···-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ••• ••••••••••••••• •·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·• •·•·•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••• -.-•.•-.-.·.· ... -. -........ -• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
..... ...--- . . . .
-~

--

.

BIG WINNERS
Christi MeMillin
Lena Antrl&ter
Mike Roger
Woody Vanizu
Nancy Johnaoa
Jane Akita
Wayne Bloom&ter
Mari Mitdaell
Debbie Mustaeieh
Lora Maigler
Tom Durrant

Randy "Story
Ward Wong
Craig Caldwell

Meisner
Music Dorm

Off Campw1
Off Campus
Stephens-Whitney

Kennedy
Kennedy
Biteheoek

Off Campus
Sue Lombard
Meisner

Off Campus
Qaiet Drom
Stephen•Whitney

. -.. .............. .

DORM

DELIVERY
11-L.I. 2 A.M.
925-1111
925·2222
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Catalog
WORKIN~

ON CAMPUS??????

All students working on campus
are required to have an employment clearance form on file in the
• student employment office, Barge
Hall 101. Students employed in
more than one department are re. quired to ~ave a clearance for each
• departm~n_!. §tud~nts may_ call t!ie
student· emplo1ment oqic~ to ·
cheek if they have been properly
cleared for employment. The office
t number-is 963-3008. Students wh9,
have not been cleared will not be '
able to receive their paychecks
until proper clearance is secured.

'

.K CWS PROORAMS

7:30-8... Studio 3... Talk show from
Lynnwood with hostess Sharon
Po~in~.
.
&-8:30•. ~Con11ultatlon.·~.~ational

LOST AND FOUND ·ITEMS .

EVENING OF DANCE

Labor Temple Dance Collective
presents an "Evening of Dance"
:friday, December 2 at 8:30 in
Hertz Auditorium.
.
The program features · ballet,
jazz, modern and polynesian
dances.
Paula Clancey of Dance Theater
of Seattle and Lana Jo Sharpe;·
C.W.U. dance instructor are guest
artists.
Tickets for . the performance
may be purchased at the door.
· Prices are $2 for adults; $1 for
PLACEMENT REGISTRATION.
children.

The follo')Ving is a list of items
presently in the lost and found,
located in the infprmation booth in
the SUB.
A vest, some material, a bike
chain and lock, ring, a watch, a
bracelet, a tape, keys, a pee chee, a
3-ring binder and ASC cards
belonging to:
Susan K. Harrel, Lise N. Vanderbeek, Keith Sisson.

There will a German Christmas
party on Monday, Dec. 5, 7 p.m. ·in
Grupe Conference Center. We will
, have. Christmas cookies, coffee,
candles and carols. All speakers
and students of German are invi
ted.

... COtJRsE

EXHIBmON NI~i .

CHALLENGE mrr.,

~ertain co~ses. -~t Centr~ ~
Hey! All you "crafty" people. f lbe 'clialleiigecl'-l>ii stuaent ' who

f

Here's your big chance to show off believes he/she can .pass the .
your talents. Thursday, December · !Olli'~- witbQl!t _Mtend~g ~~-~ __·
1, there will be a Christmas Crafts
Regularly e:rirolled: {tull-time)
Exhibition Night in the SUB, at 7 students may challenge for credit
·
· any course which appears on the
p.m.
Anyone with any crafts skill or current Course Challenge List•
artiStic talent is invited. to eome · This list appears in the 1977-78
and demonstrate their ability. Undergraduate Catalogue on page ·
Candle-makers, stuffed animal
-32.
·
seamstresses, gift wr~rs, ·b atik
To challenge a course, students
artists,· ANYONE; -with a·Chrrst.· must g<> to the registrar to fill out
ma& gift idea who wowd like to · the necessary forms and pay a $5
demonstrate that idea for the exam fee. Applications must be
AND JOB NOTIFICATION
community is invited to be there. made by the third week of each
Seniors who are graduating in OFFICIAL ADVISEMENT
Sign up in the SUB information . quarter.
December, or who will be doing ·WEEK
booth before November 15, or call:
The student then,reports to the
field studies, internships or stu925-4931. Sponsored by the Recre- i department which h~dles that
dent teaching during Winter ·
· course and arranges a time for the
The Academic Advisement Cen- . ation Department.
· Quarter, should set up their place- ter would like to remind students
. test to- be taken. 'The test i& ad-,
ment files before leaving campus. and faculty advisors that Novem. FRIENDS OF SAPPB~
~ ministered according to proceRe~tration papers may be picked
ber 28 - December 2 has
set
A ~ial meeting for · sexual .; ~e~ established by that. depart- .
up at Barge Hall 105.
. aside as the Official Advisement
minority women. Nov. 19. For ~ ment.. T~sts are usually grven the
Week. All students are encour- information call Anne: 925-9366. ; weelf. -prior to final exams.
December graduates who ·have aged to set up appointments to
'
,._
. #' ~ -- - -· ..,.,.~ ;
already registered with the Place- meet with their advisorsJo discuss
ment Center and will be leaving any question or - problems that
Ell~nsburg, shoµld come in . a~9 ml
out mailing eards if they wish to be !tave occ~~~ ~his quarter. At this _'·
time . the advisors- · showdl assist _
notifie9 of positions.
.
students iil-·plAniliDg -their-coiirse ·
schedules for Winter Quarter.
1

a

been

medical talk show, this week: "The
' Valve of Life."
8:30-9...Fly Fishing with Jim Teeny~.Fly. fishing in the Wiciup Reservoir.
• 9-9:30... Rocking You...Music and
interviews with national local rock
bands.
Tuesday-7-7:30... Studio 3... See
Monday.
WIN1'ER QUARTER STUDENT
CAMPUS CRUSADE
7:30-8... Fly Fishing with Jim Tee- TEACHERS AND OPTION "C"
•
FORCHRIST
ny~ .. See Monday for location..
ENTRY PHASE STUDENTS . .
t
8-9.•.Public Policy Forum ... NationCampus Crusade for Christ's
al political talk sl)ow, this weP>k~
Sign~up sheets are now posted
"U.S. Energy Policy: Which Direc-· on the bulletin board across the weekly Friday Night Fellowship '
tionri
hall from Black Hall Room 216 for will have a guest speaker from
9-9:30 ... Happeriings..•See Monday an appointment with your off- Central's Communicat~on Depart1 for guests.
campus supervisor on Nov. 16. ment. Department head, Roger
W~esday-7-7:30 ...Consultation . Please make an appointment to •Garrett, will be speaking on the
...See Monday for topic.
meet with your supervisor be- . topic of "Gods Communication
t
7:30-8... Fly Fishing With Jim Tee- tween 8:30 a.m. and 11 a.m. on Problem." As an added attraction,
ny ... See Monday for location.
that day, to discuss your Winter 1staff membr Dennis Metcalf will
receiye a pie in the face if over 50
. 8-8:30 ... Studio 3... See Monday.
Q~~~er placemen~.
·
· people attend. All are :welcome to ·
8:30-9 ... Happenings... See Monday
this informal time of fellowship at
for guests.
COUNSELING CENTER
7 p.m. in the Student Village
9-9:30... Rocking You... See Monday
for guests.
The CWU Counseling Center Multipurpose Room.
Thursday-No programming...
would like to invite students to'
· SOCIOLOGY SOCIETY
~ Thanksgiving Vacation.
· take advantage of the many serMonday-7-7:30... Happenings...
\ ·vices that it offers. The qualThe Society meets today, ThursTalk show from Tacoma with . · ified staff offers individual counsel- day, at 3: 15 in INSB 40i. A SocioHugh Harrison, hairdresser to the_ ing for all students, semin&l's on logy faculty member, Dr. William·
sta:r.$. _· most topics of intere~t, Women's · Benson, will speak about student
Awareness Rap Groups and group ~~.i internships in addition to job opPACE EXAM
counseling. The Center is located, portunities for Sociology students.
in Sue .Lombard Annex on lower ·
WAREF~
The Professional and Admini- campus, with hours from 8 a.m. to ·
5
,p.m.
Appointments
can
be
made
. stratiye Car~r Examination J
Warefare is again coming to ·
(PACE) will be offered fu Ellens- by calling 963-1391, · or l>y -just ~Central, on Dee. 8, 9 ~nd 10. ·
drOJlJ>.~
in.
• burg in January and April 1978.
'Approximately 75 local and stateThe application period for the
,Wide businessmen and artists will
January test is November 1-30;
L.D.S. OUTING
lbe selling their goods from 9. a.m•.
the application period for the April
;to 5 p.m. throughout the three
• test is February 1-28. PACE is
Dancing, din!ng and fun. L.D.S. _,:lays.
required for most non-technical Young Adult Outing Nov. 18 and'
federal jobs. Applications and 19 at Circle L.D.S. Ranch. For
PHI BETA LAMBDA
additional information may be· ob- more information pt~ 925-9416.
a tained at the Career Planning &
L.D.S. Fellowship Meeting.
The Phi Beta Lambda Chapter
Pl~cement Center, Barge Hall 105.
Everyone is welcome. Monday, meets every other Tuesday at 3
Nov. 21 at 7 p.m. 705 E. 4th.
p.m. in room 208 of the SUB.
Everyone interested in Business is
U.S. MARINE CORPS
invited to attend the meetings.
RECRUITING ON CAMPUS
· BACHELOR~DEGREES
The club is having a banana split
~P~ICATIONS
party on Tuesday, November 22 at
The Marine Corps Office~ Selecia tion Team will be visiting on camThe Registrar's Office is now, 3 p.m. in room 208 of the SUB.
pus November 16-18 to talk with accepting applications for Bach- There's still more room for new
interested students about- the va- elor's degreesfor Winter Quarter· members. Please attend.
For more information, contact
rious opportunities available to 1978. The deadline for applications
' men and women. More information · to be submitted is January 13, Ms. Connie Roberts, Administra,tive Ma11agement Department.
; can be obtained from the Career 1978.
Planning & Placement Center:
• 963~1921.
GERMAN CHRISTMAS PARTY

'. cea1sT~CRAFl'8

THUR-S D A Y "NIGHT
yeah!

'20 PRIZE
FOR ·BEST ENTRY

\j

8:30 9:30 OPEN MIKE
9:30 - 11:30 BONG SHOW
JAM SESSION · ·
l 1 :30 ?.

FARMER'S F-ERRY -F.RL -&-SAT.

T·HE CROSSROADS-

IJale Oly. A perfect,

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

7-ounce serving al ice-

i::i~:athe~
Northwest back 1896,

in
to
be at home, today, wherever
a man loves his beer. Next

time you want a little taste
al Olympia's W<rld ... try a
Little01)'.

Cane11111e

OlympWaw.ld.

PltOl'DlllONAL TYPIST

·wm do t1a--.

term papen,

eoune work. tablel. cbartl;
etc.

.Call-Ofllce:IU-llOB.
Home: 111-1m.
AK fer Gail..

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North·Main

925-5539

103 S. Water

Rec c.le ho(!rs ~--- _'l__~~·- Sat._
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Restaurant,
\I\
Smoke House & illllii
Brand· Room

Wednesday night specials

5-lOp.nt.
Lobster Dinner
Includes glass of Chablis wine

·P rime Rib Dinner

9.5, * ·

$5.
$4

95

*

. . JD a1·1 y Spec1a
. Is -Mon. th ru Sat. · ·
11 a.nt. to 10 p.nt. _

1111111-

=1.111

·

!!!!!![:

!!!!!!!

.

I

I·

1111111!

I

$2

BreadedFileiofChicken Breast
·

.

.

'

· .:.......... :.......................:·* All above iriclude: ..... ;............................... :.
.
•'

.

.

~ · Salad bar, baked potato, roll, coffee or tea • . .~

:

•...•....•.....••••••••.......•.•...•.•.•••••••.••..•....•........••. ; .....•••.•••.••...•.....••.•............................. :

·Pearl Street-Ellensbu-r g
•

I
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